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Unit - III           CHAPTER - 9 

INTRODUCTION TO C++ 
 

PART – I 
Choose the correct answer. 

1. Who developed C++?  

(a) Charles Babbage  (b) Bjarne Stroustrup   (c) Bill Gates   (d) Sundar Pichai 

2. What was the original name given to C++?  

(a) CPP   (b) Advanced C   (c) C with Classes  (d) Class with C 

3. Who coined C++?  

(a) Rick Mascitti  (b) Rick Bjarne   (c) Bill Gates   (d) Dennis Ritchie 

4. The smallest individual unit in a program is:  

(a) Program   (b) Algorithm    (c) Flowchart   (d) Tokens  

5. Which of the following operator is extraction operator of C++?  

(a) >>    (b) <<     (c) <>    (d) ^^ 

6. Which of the following statements is not true?  

(a) Keywords are the reserved words convey specific meaning to the C++ compiler.  

(b) Reserved words or keywords can be used as an identifier name.  

(c) An integer constant must have at least one digit without a decimal point.  

(d) Exponent form of real constants consists of two parts 

7. Which of the following is a valid string literal?  

(a) ‘A’   (b) ‘Welcome’   (c) 1232   (d) “1232” 

8. A program written in high level language is called as  

(a) Object code  (b) Source code  (c) Executable code  (d) All the above 

9. Assume a= 5, b=6; what will be result of a&b?  

(a) 4    (b) 5    (c) 1    (d) 0 

10. Which of the following is called as compile time operators?  

(a) sizeof   (b) pointer   (c) virtual   (d) this 

 
 

Part – II 
Answer to all the questions  

1. What is meant by a token? Name the token available in C++. 
 
The smallest individual unit in a program is known as a “Token” or “Lexical unit.” 

C++ has the following tokens: 

Keywords, Identifiers, Constants, Operators, Punctuators. 
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2. What are keywords? Can keywords be used as identifiers? 
 Keywords are the reserved words which convey specific meaning to the C++ compiler.  
 Keywords are Essential elements of C++ programs. 
 C++ is a case sensitive programming language so, all the keywords must be in lowercase. 
 

 No, Reserved words or keywords cannot be used as an identifier name. 
 

3. The following constants are of which type?  

(i) 39   - Decimal (Integer) 
(ii) 032  - Octal (Integer) 
(iii) 0XCAFE - Hexadecimal (Integer) 
(iv) 04.1 4 - Real constant (Floating Point) 

 
4. Write the following real constants into the exponent form:  

(i) 23.197   - 0.23197 X 102  0.23197E02   

(ii) 7.214   - 0.7214 X 101  0.7214E01   

(iii) 0.00005   - 0.5 X 10-4  0.5E-04  

(iv) 0.319  - 0.0319 X 101             0.0319E01   

 
5. Assume n=10; what will be result of n>>2;? 

 n = 10  \     (00001010)2      

n>>2         (00000010)2    = 210   

6. Match the following  

 

 
Part – III 

Answer to all the questions  

1. Describe the differences between keywords and identifiers? 

KEYWORDS IDENTIFIERS 
Keywords are the reserved words which 
convey specific meaning to the C++ 
compiler. 

Identifiers are the user-defined names 
given to different parts of the C++ 
program 

Keywords are the essential elements to 
construct C++ programs. 

These are the fundamental building 
blocks of a program. 

EX:    int ,   void , break , do , if  etc.. EX:  variable_name, function_name, 
array_name, classe_name etc.. 
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2. Is C++ case sensitive? What is meant by the term “case sensitive”? 
 
 C++ is a case sensitive programming language. 
 C++ is case sensitive as it treats upper and lower-case characters differently. 
 Capital Letters   ≠   Small Letters 
 

3. Differentiate “=” and “==”. 
 
=   -  Equal (Assignment Operator) Assign a value of an Variable. 
= = -  Equal to (Equality Operator) To Indicate Two Operands are Equal.  
 

4. Assume a=10, b=15; What will be the value of a^b? 
 
a=10 = (00001010)2 
 b=15 = (00001111)2 

a^b = (00000101)2 = (5)10  
 

5. What is the difference between “Run time error” and “Syntax error”? 

Run time error Syntax error 

A run time error occurs during the execution 
of a program.  

 

Syntax is a set of grammatical rules to 
construct a program.  

 

It is occurs because of some illegal operation 
that takes place.  

Syntax errors occur when grammatical rules 
of C++ are violated.  

 

EX: 

if a program tries to open a file which does 
not exist, it results in a run-time error . 

 

EX:  

cout << “Welcome to Programming in C++”  
Error: End of the above statement ; is missing. 

 
6. What are the differences between “Logical error” and “Syntax error”? 

Logical error Syntax error 

A Program has not produced expected result 
even though the program is grammatically 
correct. 

 

Syntax is a set of grammatical rules to construct 
a program.  

 

 

Program is grammatically correct, but it contains 
some logical error.  

 

 

Syntax errors occur when grammatical rules of 
C++ are violated.  

 

 
Semantic error is also called as “Logic Error”.  

 

EX:  

cout << “Welcome to Programming in C++”  
Error: End of the above statement ; is missing. 

 

7. What is the use of a header file? 
 

 If you fail to include iostream in your program, an error message will occur 
on cin and cout; and we will not be able to get any input or send any output. 
 

 iostream header file contains the definition of its member objects cin and 
cout. 
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8. Why is main function special? 

 C++ program is a collection of functions. Every C++ program must have a 
main function.  

 The main( ) function is the starting point where all C++ programs begin their 
execution.  

 Therefore, the executable statements should be inside the main( ) function. 
 

i.e The main function always special. 

 
9. Write two advantages of using include compiler directive. 

 All C++ programs begin with include statements starting with a # .  
 The symbol # is a directive for the preprocessor.  
 Statements are processed before the compilation process begins. 

 
10. Write the following in real constants.  

(i) 15.223   1.5223 X101     1.5223E-1 

(ii) 211.05   2.1105 X 102     2.1105E-2 

(iii) 0.00025  25 X 10-5             25E-5 

Part – IV 

1. Write about Binary operators used in C++.  
 
Binary Operators - Require two operands 

C++ Operators are classified as: 
(1) Arithmetic Operators 
(2) Relational Operators 
(3) Logical Operators 
(4) Bitwise Operators 
(5) Assignment Operators 
(6) Conditional Operator 
 

(1) Arithmetic Operators  

Arithmetic operators to perform simple arithmetic operations like addition, subtraction, 
multiplication, division etc.,  
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(2) Relational Operators  

Relational operators are used to determine the relationship between its operands. When the relational 
operators are applied on two operands, the result will be a Boolean value i.e 1 or 0 to represents True 
or False respectively.  

C++ provides six relational operators. They are,  

 

(3)Logical Operators  

A logical operator is used to evaluate logical and relational expressions. The logical operators 
act upon the operands that are themselves called as logical expressions.  

C++ provides three logical operators. 

 

 
(4)Bitwise Operators  

Bitwise operators work on each bit of data and perform bit-by-bit operation.  
In C++, there are three kinds of bitwise operators, which are:  

(i) Logical bitwise operators  
(ii) Bitwise shift operators  
(iii) One’s complement operators 
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(5)Assignment Operator:  

Assignment operator is used to assign a value to a variable which 
is on the left hand side of an assignment statement. 

 = (equal) is commonly used as the assignment operator in all 
computer programming languages.  

This operator copies the value at the right side of the operator to 
the left side variable. It is also a binary operator. 

(6) Conditional Operator:  

 In C++, there is only one conditional operator is used. ?: is a conditional Operator.  
 This is a Ternary Operator.  
 This operator is used as an alternate to if … else control statement. 

 
 

2. What are the types of Errors?  
 
Some common types of errors are given below: 
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3. Assume a=15, b=20; What will be the result of the following operations?  

 
a = 15  (00001111) 2 
b = 20  (00010100)2 

(a)  a&b  = (00000100)2 = (4)10 

(b)  a|b  = (00011111)2 = (31)10 

(c)  a^b  = (00011011)2 = (27)10 

(d)  a>>3  = (00000001) 2 = (1)10 

(e)  (~b) = (11101011)2 = (235)10 

 

****************** 
 

DATA TYPES, VARIABLES AND EXPRESSIONS 

Part – I  
Choose the correct answer.  

1. How many categories of data types available in C++?  
(a) 5    (b) 4    (c) 3    (d) 2  

2. Which of the following data types is not a fundamental type?  
(a) signed   (b) int    (c) float   (d) char  

3. What will be the result of following statement?  
char ch= ‘B’;    
cout << (int) ch;  

 

(a) B    (b) b    (c) 65    (d) 66 
4. Which of the character is used as suffix to indicate a floating point value?  

(a) F    (b) C    (c) L    (d) D 
5. How many bytes of memory allocates for the following variable declaration if you are using Dev 

C++?  short int x;  
(a) 2    (b) 4    (c) 6    (d) 8 

6. What is the output of the following snippet?  
char ch = ‘A’;    
ch = ch + 1;  
(a) B    (b) A1    (c) F    (d) 1A 

7. Which of the following is not a data type modifier?  
(a) signed   (b) int    (c) long   (d) short 

8. Which of the following operator returns the size of the data type?  
(a) sizeof( )   (b) int ( )   (c) long ( )   (d) double ( ) 

9. Which operator to be used to access reference of a variable?  
(a) $    (b) #    (c) &    (d) ! 

10. This can be used as alternate to endl command:  
(a) \t    (b) \b    (c) \0    (d) \n 

  

 

 

 

 

Shift right ( >> )– The value of the left operand is moved to 
right by the number of bits specified by the right operand. 
The bitwise One’s compliment operator ~(Tilde), inverts 
all the bits in a binary pattern, that is, all 1’s become 0 and 
all 0’s become 1. 
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Part – II 
Answers to all the questions (2 Marks): 
1. Write a short note const keyword with an example. 
 Literals are data items whose values do not change during the execution of a program. 
 const is the keyword used to declare a constant. 

Example: 

int num = 100; ( The value of num can be changed during the execution. ) 

const int num = 100; ( The value can never be changed during the execution. ) 

 
2. What is the use of setw( ) format manipulator? 

 

 Setw() format manipulator is used to set the width of the given field into the output. 
 setw manipulator sets the width of the field assigned for the output.  
 The field width determines the minimum number of characters to be written in output. 
 

3. Why is char often treated as integer data type? 

 Character data type accepts and returns all valid ASCII characters. 

 Character data type is often said to be an integer type, since all the characters are represented in 
memory by their associated ASCII Codes.  

 If a variable is declared as char, C++ allows storing either a character or an integer value. 
 
4. What is a reference variable? What is its use?   

 A reference provides an alias for a previously defined variable. Declaration of a reference 
consists of base type and an & (ampersand) symbol; 

Usage: 

  Reference variable name is assigned the value of a previously declared variable. 
 

5. Consider the following C++ statement. Are they equivalent?  
char ch = 67;  
char ch = ‘C’;  

 

Yes. Above two characters( ch=67, ch=‘C’) are equal. 
 
6. What is the difference between 56L and 56? 

 

56 - is a Integer Number  - 2 Bits 

56L - is a Long Integer Number - 4 Bits 

7. Determine which of the following are valid constant? And specify their type.  

(i) 0.5   - Valid Floating Constant 

(ii) ‘Name’  - Invalid String Constant     (Enclosed within Double quotes) 

(iii) ‘\t’  -           Valid. Character constant 

(iv) 27,822 -           Invalid Decimal Constant    (Commas is not allowed) 
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8. Suppose x and y are two double type variable that you want add as integer and assign to an 
integer variable. Construct a C++ statement for the doing so. 

  Two double type variable – double x,y  and one integer variable – int z 
   Adding x and y and assign to an integer variable z(result must be integer) 
 
Eg:   x=2.5 , y=1.2 then result z=3(it must be integer) 
 

#include<iostream.h> 
#include<conio.h> 
void main() 
{ 
clrscr(); 
int z; 
double x,y; 
cout<<"Give input: x and y:"; 
cin>>x>>y; 
z=x+y; 
cout<<"Result  z = " <<z; 
getch(); 
} 

 
9. What will be the result of following if num=6 initially.  

(a) cout << num;   6 
(b) cout << (num==5); 0 

 
10. Which of the following two statements are valid? Why? Also write their result.  

int a;  

(i) a = 3,014;  
(ii) a=(3,014); 

 Above the two statements is Invalid. 
 Special Symbols are not allowed in the integer values ( Commas, Open and Close Brackets)  

 
Part – III 

Answers to all the questions (3 Marks): 

1. What are arithmetic operators in C++? Differentiate unary and binary arithmetic operators. 
Give example for each of them. 

 
The symbols which are used to do some mathematical or logical operations are called as 
“Operators”.  

(i) Unary Operators   - Require only one operand  Ex: a ++ 

(ii) Binary Operators  - Require two operands  Ex: a + b 

(iii) Ternary Operators  - Require three operands  Ex: a>b ? a : b 

  

Output: 

Give input: x and y: 

 2.5 

1.2 

Result  z = 3 
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2. Evaluate x+= x + ++x; Let x=5; 

x+= 5 + (++x) 

x+= 5 + 6 

x+=11 

x = x+11 

x = 16 

 

3. How relational operators and logical operators related to one another?  
 

 

RELATIONAL OPERATORS 
 

 

LOGICAL OPERATORS 

Relational operators are used to determine 
the relationship between its operands. 

Relational operators are used to determine 
the relationship between its Expressions. 

When the relational operators are applied 
on two operands, the result will be a 
Boolean value i.e 1 or 0 to represents True 
or False respectively. 
 

When the relational operators are applied 
on two Expressions, the result will be a 
Boolean value i.e 1 or 0 to represents True 
or False respectively. 
 

 
4. Evaluate the following C++ expressions where x, y, z are integers and m, n are floating point 
numbers. The value of x = 5, y = 4 and m=2.5;  

(i) n = x + y / x;  

n = 5 + ( 4 / 5 ) 

n = 5 + 0.8 

n = 5.8 

 

(ii) z = m * x + y;  

z = ( 2.5 * 5) + 4 

z =12.5 + 4 

z = 16.5 

z = 16 (z – is integer ) 

 

(iii) z = (x++) * m + x; 

z = ((5++) * 2.5) + 5 

z = (5 * 2.5) + 5 

z = 12.5 + 5 

z = 17.5 

z=17 (z – is integer ) 
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Evaluate Yourself-1 ( Book Interior Questions ) 
 
 

1. What is meant by literals? How many types of integer literals available in C++? 
Literals are data items whose values do not change during the execution of a program. 

Therefore Literals are called as Constants. 
Types of integer literals: 

i. Decimal 
ii. Octal 

iii. Hexadecimal 
 
2. What kind of constants are following?  

i) 26  - Integer 
ii) 015  - Octal 
iii) 0xF  - Hexadecimal 
iv) 014.9 - Floating 

 
3. What is character constant in C++? 

A character constant is any valid single character enclosed within single quotes. A character 
constant in C++ must contain one character and must be enclosed within a single quote. 
Example : ‘A’, ‘2’, ‘$’ 
 

4. How are non graphic characters represented in C++? 
non-printable characters can be represented by using escape sequences. An escape sequence is 
represented by a backslash followed by one or two characters. 

5. Write the following real constants into exponent form: 
i) 32.179 - 0.32179E-2 
ii)  8.124 - 0.8123E-1 
iii)  0.00007  - 0.7E4 
 

6. Write the following real constants into fractional form:  
i) 0.23E4  - 0.0023 
ii) 0.517E-3 - 517 
iii) 0.5E-5 -          50000 
 

7. What is the significance of null (\0) character in a string? 
 
Sequence of characters enclosed within double quotes are called as String literals. By default, string 
literals are automatically added with a special character ‘\0’ (Null) at the end 

 Therefore, the string “welcome” will actually be represented as “welcome\0” in memory and the size 
of this string is not 7 but 8 characters i.e., inclusive of the last character \0. 
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Evaluate Yourself-2 
1. What is use of operators? 

The symbols which are used to do some mathematical or logical operations are called 
as “Operators”. 

2. What are binary operators? Give examples arithmetic binary operators. 

 Binary Operators - Require two operands 
 
1) Arithmetic Operators 
(2) Relational Operators  
(3) Logical Operators 
(4) Bitwise Operators 
(5) Assignment Operators  
(6) Conditional Operator 

 
 
3. What does the modulus operator % do? 

           Modulus (%) Operator is used to find the reminder of a division. 
 
Example:        10 % 3 = 1  

 

 
4. What will be the result of 8.5 % 2? 

0.5 (Reminder is the answer) 

5. Assume that R starts with value 35. What will be the value of S from the following 
expression?  

S=(R--)+(++R) 

S=(35--)+(++35) 

S=35+36 

S = 71 

6. What will be the value of j = - - k + 2k. if k is 20 initially ? 

j = - - k + 2k 

j = - - 20 + 2*20 

j = 19 + 40 

j = 59 

7. What will be the value of p = p * ++j where j is 22 and p = 3 initially? 

p = p * ++j 

p = 3 * ++22 

p = 3 * 23 

p = 69 

  

Examples arithmetic binary operators 
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8. Give that i = 8, j = 10, k = 8, What will be result of the following expressions?  

(i) i < k  8<8  = 0 
(ii) i < j  8<10 = 1 
(iii) i > = k 8>=8 = 1 
(iv) i = = j  8==10 = 0 
(v) j ! = k 10!=8 = 1 

 
9. What will be the order of evaluation for the following expressions?  

(i) i + 3 >= j - 9  
 
(i + 3) >= (j - 9) 

(ii) a +10 < p - 3 + 2 q 
 
(a +10) < p – (3 + (2 q)) 

 

10. Write an expression involving a logical operator to test, if marks are 75 and grade is 'A'.  
 

If  (marks > 74  &&  marks < 101) 

Grade is ‘A’ 

Evaluate Yourself-3 
 

1. What do you mean by fundamental data types? 
 
Fundamental (atomic) data types are predefined data types available with C++.  
There are five fundamental data types in C++: char, int, float, double and void. Actually, these 
are the keywords for defining the data types. 
 

2. The data type char is used to represent characters. then why is it often termed as an integer type? 
Character data type accepts and returns all valid ASCII characters. 

Character data type is often said to be an integer type, since all the characters are represented in 
memory by their associated ASCII Codes.  
If a variable is declared as char, C++ allows storing either a character or an integer value. 

 
3. What is the advantage of floating point numbers over integers? 

floating point operations takes more time to execute compared to the integer type. 
ie., floating point operations are slower than integer operations.  
This is a disadvantage of floating point operation. 
 

4. The data type double is another floating point type. Then why is it treated as a distinct data type? 
 
This is for double precision floating point numbers. (precision means significant numbers after 
decimal point). The double is also used for handling floating point numbers. But, this type 
occupies double the space than float type. This means, more fractions can be accommodated in 
double than in float type. 
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5. What is the use of void data type? 
 

The literal meaning for void is ‘empty space’. Here, in C++, the void data type specifies an empty 
set of values.  
 
 It is used as a return type for functions that do not return any value. 
 

Evaluate Yourself-4 
 

1. What is modifiers? What is the use of modifiers? 
Modifiers are used to modify the storing capacity of a fundamental data type except void 

type. Usually, every fundamental data type has a fixed range of values to store data items in 
memory. 
 
2. What is wrong with the following C++ statement:      long float x; 

 
 long is not a float type. 
 Float only allowed three types.  

They are, 
1. float 
2. double 
3. long double 

 
 

 
3. What is variable? Why a variable called symbolic variable? 

 

 Variables are user-defined names assigned to specific memory locations in which the values 
are stored.  

 Variables are also identifiers; and hence, the rules for naming the identifiers should be 
followed while naming a variable. These are called as symbolic variables because these are 
named locations. 

 
4. What do you mean by dynamic initialization of a variable? Give an example. 

A variable can be initialized during the execution of a program. It is known as “Dynamic 
initialization”.  

 

For example,  

int num1, num2, sum; 

sum = num1 + num2; 

The above two statements can be combined into a single one as follows: 
int sum = num1+num2; 
 

5. What is wrong with the following statement?  
const int x; 

In this statement x – does not contain any value.  Const int data type to initialize specific value 

during the execution of a program, it can’t be changed. 
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Evaluate Yourself-5 

1. What is meant by type conversion? 
The process of converting one fundamental type into another is called as “Type 

Conversion”.  

C++ provides two types of conversions. 

(1) Implicit type conversion 
(2) Explicit type conversion 

 
2. How implicit conversion different from explicit conversion? 

 
Implicit Conversion Explicit Conversion 

 
An Implicit type conversion is a conversion 
performed by the compiler automatically. 

 
C++ allows explicit conversion of variables 
or expressions from one data type to 
another specific data type by the 
programmer. 

 
It is called as “Automatic conversion”. 

 
It is called as “type casting”. 

Ex: 
       int a=6;  
       float b=3.14;  
       cout << a+b; 

Ex: 
       float varf=78.685;  
       cout << (int) varf; 

 
3. What is difference between endl and \n? 

Endl - Inserts a new line and flushes the buffer (Flush means – clean) 

‘\n’ -  Inserts only a new line. 
 

4. What is the use of references? 
 
 A reference provides an alias for a previously defined variable. 
 Reference variable name is assigned the value of a previously declared variable. 

 
5. What is the use of setprecision ( ) ? 

This is used to display numbers with fractions in specific number of digits. 

Syntax:  

setprecision (number of digits); 

Example: 

float hra = 1200.123;  

cout << setprecision (5) << hra; 
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Extra One Mark Questions 

 
1. C++ programming language was developed by Bjarne Stroustrup.  

2. C++ was coined by Rick Mascitti.  

3. C++ was standardized by the International Organization for Standardization (ISO).  

4. Character set is a set of characters which are allowed to write a C++ program.  

5. The smallest individual unit in a program is known as a Token or a Lexical unit.  

6. Keywords are the reserved words which convey specific meaning to the C++ compiler.  

7. C++ is a case sensitive programming language.  

8. HTML is a non case sensitive web programming language.  

9. Variables are the fundamental building blocks of a program.  

10. Literals or Constants are data items whose values do not change during the execution of a 

program.  

11. Numeric constants are classified as Integer Constants and Real constants .  

12. A character constant is any valid single character enclosed within single quotes.  

13.Expanded form of ASCII- American Standard Code for Information Interchange.  

14.Expanded form of ASA- American Standards Association .  

15. Sequence of characters enclosed within double quotes are called as String literals.  

16. String literals are automatically added with a special character ‘\0’ (Null) at the end.  

17. The symbols which are used to do some mathematical or logical operations are called as 

Operators  

18. The data items or values that the operators act upon are called as Operands.  

19. C++, The operators are classified on three basis of the number of operands.  

20. Arithmetic operators perform simple arithmetic operations like addition, subtraction, 

multiplication, division etc.,  

21. An increment or decrement operator acts upon a single operand and returns a new value.  

22. Increment and decrement operators are unary operators.  

23. Relational operators are used to determine the relationship between its operands.  

24. C++ provides six relational operators.  

25. A logical operator is used to evaluate logical and relational expressions.  
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26. C++ provides three (AND,OR,NOT) logical operators.  

27. Bitwise operators work on each bit of data and perform bit-by-bit operation.  

28. Assignment operator is used to assign a value to a variable which is on the left hand side of 

an assignment statement.  

29. = (equal to) is commonly used as the assignment operator in all computer programming 

languages.  

30. C++ conditional operator is ?:  

31. Conditional Operator is also called as Ternary Operator.  

32. Sizeof( ) is called as compile time operator.  

33. Sizeof( ) operator returns the size of a variable in byte.  

34. The operands and the operators are grouped in a specific logical way foe valuation. 

This logical grouping is called as an Association.  

35. Punctuators are symbols, which are used as delimiters, while constructing a C++ program.  

36. Punctutaors are also called as Separators.  

37. C++ provides the operator >> to get input.  

38. In C++ >> operator is called Stream extraction or get from operator.  

39. In C++ operator << is called the Stream insertion or put to operator.  

40. The multiple use of input and output operators such as >> and << in a single statement 

is known as cascading of I/O operators.  

41. # symbol is a directive for the preprocessor.  

42. Expanded form of IDE - Integrated Development Environment .  

43. Syntax is a set of grammatical rules to construct a program.  

44. Program is grammatically correct, but it contains some logical errors is called as 

semantic error.  

45. F11 key is used to compile and run a C++ program  

46. C++ Expressions are seven types. 
47. endl – Inserts a new line and flushes the buffer (Flush means – clean) 

48.  ‘\n’ - Inserts only a new line. 

49. const is the keyword used to declare a constant 

50. A variable can be initialized during the execution of a program is “Dynamic initialization”. 
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Extra Questions (2 & 3 Marks) 

 
1. Who developed c++ program? 

C++ is one of the most popular programming language developed by Bjarne Stroustrup at AT & T 
Bell Lab during 1979. 
  
2. Why C++ is called hybrid language?  

C++ supports both procedural and Object Oriented Programming paradigms. Thus, C++ is called 
as a hybrid language. 
 
3. List any two benefits of learning C++?(Any two points)  

 
 C++ is a highly portable language and is often the language of choice for multi-device, multi-

platform app development.  
 
 C++ is an object-oriented programming language and includes classes, inheritance, 

polymorphism, data abstraction and encapsulation.  
 
 C++ has a rich function library.  
 
 C++ allows exception handling, inheritance and function overloading.  

 
 C++ is a powerful, efficient and fast language. It finds a wide range of applications – from GUI 

applications to 3D graphics for games to real-time mathematical simulations.  
 

4. Write the Rules for naming an identifier? 
 The first character of an identifier must be an alphabet or an underscore (_).  
 Only alphabets, digits and underscore are permitted. Other special characters are not allowed as 

part of an identifier. 
 C++ is case sensitive as it treats upper and lower-case characters differently. 
 Reserved words or keywords cannot be used as an identifier name. 

 

5. What do you mean by Boolean literals?  
Boolean literals are used to represent one of the Boolean values(True or false). Internally true 

has value 1 and false has value 0. 

6. What is Bitwise Operators? What are the types. 

Bitwise operators work on each bit of data and perform bit-by-bit operation. In C++, there are 
three kinds of bitwise operators, which are:  

(i) Logical bitwise operators  
(ii) Bitwise shift operators  
(iii) Compliment operators 

 
7. What is Bitwise one’s compliment operator? 

The bitwise One’s compliment operator ~(Tilde),inverts all the bits in a binary pattern, that is, all 
1’s become 0 and all 0’s become 1. This is a unary operator. 
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Example: 
If a =15; Equivalent binary values of a 

is 0000 1111 

 

8. Define: Input operator. 
 

C++ provides the operator >> to get input. It extracts the value through the keyboard and assigns it 
to the variable on its right; hence, it is called as “Stream extraction” or “get from” operator. 
 
9. Define: Output Operator. 
 

C++ provides << operator to perform output operation. The operator << is called the “Stream 
insertion” or “put to” operator. It is used to send the strings or values of the variables on its right to 
the object on its left. << is a binary operator. 
 
10. What is cascading of operator? 
 

To send more than one value at a time, << operator should be used for each constant / variable / 
expression. This is called cascading of operator. 
 

11. Define: Cascading of I/O operators 

The multiple use of input and output operators such as >> and << in a single statement is known as 

cascading of I/O operators. 

Ex:  

cout << “A=” << Num;  (cascading out) 

cin >> a >> b;    (cascading in) 

 

12. What are the advantages of using float data types?  

 They can represent values between the integers.  
 They can represent a much greater range of values. 

 
13. What are the four modifiers used in C++.  

 
(1) signed 

(2) unsigned  

(3) long  

(4) short 

 

14. What is Garbage? 

Declare a variable without any initial value, the memory space allocated to that variable will be 
occupied with some unknown value. These unknown values are called as “Junk” or “Garbage” 
values. 
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Extra 5 Marks 
1. Explain : Lexical Units (Tokens) 

The smallest individual unit in a program is known as a Token or a Lexical unit. 
C++ has the following tokens: 

 Keyword 
 Identifiers 
 Literals (Constants) 
 Operators 
 Punctuators 

 
i) Keyword 
 Keywords are the reserved words which convey specific meaning to the C++ compiler. They 

are the essential elements to construct C++ programs. 
 C++ is a case sensitive programming language so, all the keywords must be in lowercase. 

Ex:    int ,   void , break , do , if  etc.. 

 
ii) Identifiers  

Identifiers are the user-defined names given to different parts of the C++ program viz. variables, 
functions, arrays, classes etc.,  

Rules for naming an identifier: 

 The first character of an identifier must be an alphabet or an underscore (_).   
 Only alphabets, digits and underscore are permitted. Other special characters are 

not allowed as part of an identifier. 
 C++ is case sensitive as it treats upper and lower-case characters differently. 
 Reserved words or keywords cannot be used as an identifier name. 
 
iii) Literals (Constants)  

Literals are data items whose values do not change during the execution of a program. Therefore 
Literals are called as Constants.  
 
C++ has several kinds of literals: 
 

 Numeric constants 
 Boolean constants 
 Character constants 
 String constants  

iv) Operators 

The symbols which are used to do some mathematical or logical operations are called as “Operators”.  

In C++, The operators are classified on the basis of the number of operands. 

 (i) Unary Operators - Require only one operand  

(ii) Binary Operators - Require two operands 

(iii) Ternary Operators - Require three operands 
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v) Punctuators  

Punctuators are symbols, which are used as delimiters, while constructing a C++ program. They 
are also called as “Separators”.  

Ex:  
Curly braces    { }  
Parenthesis     ( ) 
Square brackets [ ] 
Comma       , 
Semicolon   ; 
Colon          : 
Comments  //     /* */ 

 

2. Define: Literals (Constants) .Explain its Types with Example. 

Literals are data items whose values do not change during the execution of a program. Therefore 
Literals are called as Constants.  
 
C++ has several kinds of literals: 
 

i. Numeric constants 
ii. Boolean constants 

iii. Character constants 
iv. String constants 

 
i) Numeric Constants: 

As the name indicates, the numeric constants are numeric values, which are used as constants. 
Numeric constants are further classified as: 

1. Integer Constants (or) Fixed point constants. 

2. Real constants (or) Floating point constants.  
 

(1) Integer Constants (or) Fixed point constants  

Integers are whole numbers without any fractions. An integer constant must have at least one digit 
without a decimal point.  

There are three types of integer constants:  

(i) Decimal   Ex:  785,  -26 
(ii) Octal  Ex:  046, 027 
(iii) Hexadecimal Ex:  0x123,  0A23 

(2) Real Constants (or) Floating point constants  

A real or floating point constant is a numeric constant having a fractional component.  

Ex:   12.23 
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ii) Boolean Literals  

Boolean literals are used to represent one of the Boolean values(True or false). Internally true has 
value 1 and false has value 0. 

iii) Character constant  

A character constant is any valid single character enclosed within single quotes. A character constant 
in C++ must contain one character and must be enclosed within a single quote. 

Valid character constants : ‘A’, ‘2’, ‘$’ 
Invalid character constants : “A”  

iv) String Literals  

Sequence of characters enclosed within double quotes are called as String literals. By default, string 
literals are automatically added with a special character ‘\0’ (Null) at the end.  

Therefore, the string “welcome” will actually be represented as “welcome\0” in memory and the size 
of this string is not 7 but 8 characters i.e., inclusive of the last character \0. 

Valid string Literals : “A”, “Welcome” “1234” 

Invalid String Literals : ‘Welcome’, ‘1234’ 

 
3. What is data type? What are the types available in c++? 
 

Data types are very essential elements to write even the most elementary programs. C++ 
provides a predefined set of data types for handling the data items.  

In C++, the data types are classified as three main categories  

(1) Fundamental data types  
(2) User-defined data types and  
(3) Derived data types.  

 
 
 The variables are the named memory locations to hold values of specific data types.  
 In C++, the variables should be declared explicitly with their data types before they are actually 

used. 

Syntax for declaring a variable:  
<data type> <variable name>; 

Example:  
int num1;   
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4. Explain the fundamental data types in C++? 
Fundamental (atomic) data types are predefined data types available with C++.  
There are five fundamental data types in C++:  

 char 
 int 
 float 
 double 
 void.  

Actually, these are the keywords for defining the data types. 
 
(1) int data type:  

Integers are whole numbers without any fraction. Integers can be positive or negative. Integer data 
type accepts and returns only integer numbers. If a variable is declared as an int, C++ compiler allows 
storing only integer values. 

Ex:  int x=10; 

(2) char data type:  

Character data type accepts and returns all valid ASCII characters. Character data type is often said to 
be an integer type, since all the characters are represented in memory by their associated ASCII Codes  

Ex:  char ch= ‘A’; 

 
(3) float data type:  

If a variable is declared as float, all values will be stored as floating point values. 

There are two advantages of using float data types.  

(1) They can represent values between the integers.  

(2) They can represent a much greater range of values.  

Ex: float a=12.25; 
 
(4) double data type:  

This is for double precision floating point numbers. (precision means significant numbers after 
decimal point). The double is also used for handling floating point numbers. But, this type occupies 
double the space than float type. This means, more fractions can be accommodated in double than in 
float type. The double is larger and slower than type float.  

Ex: double b=12543.21364; 
 

(5) void data type:  

The literal meaning for void is ‘empty space’. Here, in C++, the void data type specifies an empty set 
of values. It is used as a return type for functions that do not return any value.   
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5. What is Expression?  Explain. 
 An expression is a combination of operators, constants and variables arranged as per the rules of 

C++. It may also include function calls which return values. (Functions will be learnt in upcoming 
chapters). 

 

 An expression may consist of one or more operands, and zero or more operators to produce a 
value.  

In C++, there are seven types of expressions, and they are:  
(i) Constant Expression  
(ii) Integer Expression  
(iii) Floating Expression  
(iv) Relational Expression  
(v) Logical Expression  
(vi) Bitwise Expression  
(vii) Pointer Expression 

 

 
 

6. Explain the Type Conversion. 
The process of converting one fundamental type into another is called as “Type Conversion”. C++ 
provides two types of conversions. 

(1) Implicit type conversion 
(2) Explicit type conversion. 

(1) Implicit type conversion:  

An Implicit type conversion is a conversion performed by the compiler automatically. So, implicit 
conversion is also called as “Automatic conversion”.  
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This type of conversion is applied usually whenever different data types are intermixed in an 
expression. If the type of the operands differ, the compiler converts one of them to match with the 
other, using the rule that the “smaller” type is converted to the “wider” type, which is called as “Type 
Promotion”. 
 

For example:  

#include <iostream> 
using namespace std; 
int main() 
{  
int a=6;  
float b=3.14;  
cout << a+b; 
}  
 

(2) Explicit type conversion  

C++ allows explicit conversion of variables or expressions from one data type to another specific data 
type by the programmer. It is called as “type casting”.  
 

Syntax:  

(type-name) expression; 

Example: 

#include <iostream> 
using namespace std; 
int main( ) 
{  
float varf=78.685;  
cout << (int) varf;  
}  

In the above program, variable varf is declared as a float with an initial value 78.685. The value of 
varf is explicitly converted to an int type in cout statement. Thus, the final output will be 78.  
 

***** 
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Unit - III             CHAPTER - 10 

Flow of Control 
 

PART – I 
Choose the correct answer. 

 
1. What is the alternate name of null statement?  

(A) No statement  (B) Empty statement (C) Void statement  (D) Zero statement 
2. In C++, the group of statements should enclosed within:  

(A) { }    (B) [ ]    (C) ( )    (D) < > 
3. The set of statements that are executed again and again in iteration is called as:  

(A) condition   (B) loop   (C) statement   (D) body of loop 
4. The multi way branching statement:  

(A) if    (B) if … else   (C) switch   (D) for 
5. How many types of iteration statements?  

(A) 2    (B) 3    (C) 4    (D) 5 
6. How many times the following loop will execute? for (int i=0; i<10; i++)  

(A) 0    (B) 10    (C) 9    (D) 11 
7. Which of the following is the exit control loop?  

(A) for    (B) while   (C) do…while  (D) if…else  
8. Identify the odd one from the keywords of jump statements:  

(A) break   (B) switch   (C) goto   (D) continue 
9. Which of the following is the exit control loop?  

(A) do-while   (B) for   (C) while   (D) if-else 
10. A loop that contains another loop inside its body:  

(A) Nested loop  (B) Inner loop   (C) Inline loop   (D) Nesting of loop 
 

 
Part – II 

Answers to all the questions (2 Marks): 
1. What is a null statement and compound statement? 
 

 The "null or empty statement" is a statement containing only a semicolon (;) 
 

 C++ allows a group of statements enclosed by pair of braces {}. This group of statements is 
called as a compound statement or a block. 

 
2. What is selection statement? Write it's types? 

 The selection statement means the statement (s) are executed depends upon a condition. If a 
condition is true, a true block (a set of statements) is executed otherwise a false block is 
executed. This statement is also called decision statement or selection statement 

Types:  If, if else, Nest if, if -else-if ladder, The ?: Alternative to if- else, Switch statement 
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3. Correct the following code sigment:  
if (x=1)  
p = 100;  
else  
p = 10; 
 
 

4. What will be the output of the following code:  
int year;  
cin >> year;  
if (year % 100 == 0)  
if ( year % 400 == 0)  
cout << "Leap";  
else  
cout << "Not Leap year";  

 
 
 
5. What is the output of the following code?  

for (int i=2; i<=10 ; i+=2)  
cout << “\n” <<i; 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

6. Write a for loop that displays the number from 21 to 30. 
 
#include <iostream> 
using namespace std; 
int main() 
{ 
clrscr(); 
int i; 
for (i=21; i<=30 ; i++)  
cout << “\n” <<i; 
getch(); 
} 

 
7. Write a while loop that displays numbers 2, 4, 6, 8.......20. 

#include <iostream> 
using namespace std; 
int main() 
{ 
clrscr(); 
int i; 
while (i=2; i<=20 ; i+=2)  
cout << “\n” <<i; 
getch(); 
} 

if (x= =1)  
p = 100;  
else  
p = 10; 
 

If the input given is 
 

(i) 2000  - Leap 
(ii) 2003 - Not Leap year 
(iii) 2010 - Not Leap year 

 

2 
4 
6 
8 
10 
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int v = 5;  
do 
{  
total += v;  
v++; 
}while (v <= 10); 
cout << total;  

 

 
8. Compare an if and a ? : operator. 

if ?  : Operator 
 

if the condition is true then a true-block 
executed, otherwise the true-block is skipped 

 

The conditional operator (or) Ternary operator 
is an alternative for ‘if else statement’. 

Syntax: 
if (expression)  
true-block; 
statement-x; 
 

Syntax: 

       expression 1? expression 2 : expression 3 

 

Part – III 
Answers to all the questions (3 Marks): 
1. Convert the following if-else to a single conditional statement:  

if (x >= 10)  
a = m + 5;  
else  
a = m; 
 

2. Rewrite the following code so that it is functional:  
v = 5;  
do;  
{  
total += v;  
cout << total;  
while v <= 10 
 
 

3. Write a C++ program to print multiplication table of a given number. 
#include<iostream> 
using namespace std; 
int main() 
{ 
int num; 
cout<<"Enter Number To Find Multiplication table "; 
cin>>num; 
for(int a=1;a<=10;a++) 
{ 
 cout<<num<<" * "<<a<<" = "<<num*a<<endl; 
} 
return 0; 
} 

 
Output: 

  
4. Write the syntax and purpose of switch statement. 

 
if (x >= 10 ? a = m + 5 : a = m ) 
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syntax of switch     purpose of switch statement 

 
switch(expression)  
{  
case constant 1:  
statement(s);  
break;  
case constant 2:  
statement(s);  
break;  
.  
.  
default:  
statement(s); 
} 
 

5. Write a short program to print following series:  
(a) 1 4 7 10...... 40 

#include<iostream> 
using namespace std; 
int main() 
{ 
 clrscr(); 
 int i,a=-1,b; 
 for(i=1;i<=40;i+=3) 
 { 
      a*=-1; 
      b=i; 
      b*=a; 
      cout<<b<<"    "; 
 } 
 getch(); 
} 
  

Part – IV 
Answers to all the questions (5 Marks): 

1. Explain control statement with suitable example. 

 Control statements are statements that alter the sequence of flow of instructions.  

In a program, statements may be executed sequentially, selectively or iteratively. Every programming languages 
provides statements to support sequence, selection (branching) and iteration. 

If the Statements are executed sequentially, the flow is called as sequential flow.  

In some situations, if the statements alter the flow of execution like branching, iteration, jumping and function 
calls, this flow is called as control flow. 

The sequential statement are the statements, that are executed one after another only once from top to bottom. 
These statements do not alter the flow of execution. These statements are called as sequential flow statements. 
They are always end with a semicolon (;). 

 
 The switch statement is a multi-way branch 

statement. 

 
 A switch statement can only work for quality 

of comparisons. 

 

 No two case labels in the same switch can 
have identical values. 
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1) The selection statement means the statement (s) are executed depends upon a condition. If a condition is 
true, a true block (a set of statements) is executed otherwise a false block is executed. This statement is 
also called decision statement or selection statement. 

 

2) Iteration Statement (looping) is use to execute a set of statements repeatedly until a condition is 
satisfied. 

 If a condition evaluates to true, the set of statements (true block) is executed again and again. 
 This is also known as looping statement or iteration statement. 

 

3) Jump Statement are used 

 (1) goto 
  (2) break  
 (3) continue 

 
2. What entry control loop? Explain any one of the entry control loop with suitable example. 
 Loop body will be executed first, and then condition is checked. ... If Test condition is false, loop 

body will be executed once.  
Examples of Entry Controlled Loop: 
 for loop  
 while loop  

for loop: 
The for-loop is the easiest looping statement which allows code to be executed repeatedly. 

The general syntax is:        Flow chart: 
 

 
for (initialization(s); test-expression; update expression(s)) 
{  
Statement 1;  
Statement 2;  
…………. 
} 

Statement-x; 
 
Example Program: 

#include <iostream> 
using namespace std; 
int main () 
{  
int i; 
for(i = 0; i< 5; i ++ )  
cout<< "value of i : " <<i<<endl; 
return 0; 
} 

Output 
value of i : 0 
value of i : 1 
value of i : 2 
value of i : 3 
value of i : 4 
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3. Write a program to find the LCM and GDC of two numbers. 

To find the LCM of two numbers 
#include <iostream> 
using namespace std; 
int main() 
{ 
    int n1, n2, max; 
    cout << "Enter two numbers: "; 
    cin >> n1 >> n2; 
    max = (n1 > n2) ? n1 : n2; 
    do 
    { 
        if (max % n1 == 0 && max % n2 == 0) 
        { 
            cout << "LCM = " << max; 
            break; 
        } 
        else 
            ++max; 
    } while (true); 
       return 0; 
} 

Output: 
Enter two numbers: 12 
18 
LCM = 36 
 

To find the GDC of two numbers 

#include <iostream> 
using namespace std; 
int main() 
{ 
    int n1, n2; 
    cout << "Enter two numbers: "; 
    cin >> n1 >> n2; 
    while(n1 != n2) 
    { 
        if(n1 > n2) 
            n1 -= n2; 
        else 
            n2 -= n1; 
    } 
    cout << "GDC = " << n1; 
    return 0; 
} 

Output: 
Enter two numbers: 78 
52 
GDC = 26 
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4. Write programs to find the sum of the following series:  

 

#include <iostream> 
using namespace std; 
int main() 
{ 

 int x,p,i,j; 
 double fact=1.0,ans=0; 
 cout<<"Enter the value of x:"; 
 cin>>x; 
 cout<<"\n Enter till what power you want:"; 
 cin>>p; 
 ans=x; 
 for(i=2,j=1;i<=p;i++,j++){ 
 fact=fact*i; 
 if(i%2==0) 
 ans+=(pow(-1,j))*((pow(x,i))/(fact)); 
 } 
 cout<<"\n The sum of the series is:"<<ans; 
 return 0; 

} 
 
OUTPUT: 
 

Enter the value of x: 3 
Enter till what power you want: 4                                                 
The sum of the series is: -4.875 

 

 
#include <iostream> 
using namespace std; 
int main() 
{ 
clrscr(); 
int i,n; 
float x,sum=0; 
cout<<“x+x^2/2+x^3/3+…..+x^n/n”; 
cout<<“\n Enter value of x and n:”; 
cin>>x>>n; 
for(i=1;i<=n;++i) 
sum+=pow(x,i)/i; 
cout<<“\n sum=”<<sum; 
getch(); 
} 
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5. Write a program to find sum of the series 

  

#include <iostream> 
using namespace std; 
int main() 
{ 
clrscr(); 
long i,n,x,sum=1; 
cout<<“1+x+x^2+……+x^n”; 
cout<<“\n Enter the value of x and n:”; 
cin>>x>>n; 
for(i=1;i<=n;++i) 
sum+=pow(x,i); 
cout<<“\n Sum=”<<sum; 
getch(); 
} 

Output: 
 

 
 

 Extra One Marks 
1) Program statements that cause such jumps are called as “Control flow”. 
2) The "null or empty statement" is a statement containing only a semicolon.  
3) Group ( braces {} ) of statements is called as a compound statement or a block.  
4) control statements are three types. 
5) Sequential statements always end with a semicolon (;) 
6) Iteration statement also known as looping statement. 
7) iteration statements three types 
8) The Conditional Operator is an alternative for 'if else Statement'. 
9) The Switch Statment is a multi-way branch statement. 
10) In C++, any nonzero is treated as true including negative numbers and zero is treated as false. 
11) The if-else ladder is a multi-path decision making statement. 
12) The conditional operator that consists of two symbols (?:). 
13) The conditional operator (or Ternary operator) is an alternative for ‘if else statement’. 
14) The switch statement is a multi-way branch statement. 
15) Duplicate case values are not allowed in switch case. 
16) The break statement is used inside the switch to terminate a statement sequence. 
17) The if statement is more flexible than switch statement. 
18) The switch statement is more efficient than if-else statement. 
19) A switch statement can only work for quality of comparisons. 
20) No two case labels in the same switch can have identical values. 
21) The initialization expression is executed only once in the beginning of the loop.  
22) Empty loop means a loop has no statement in its body is called an empty loop.  
23) Jump statements are used to interrupt the normal flow of program.  
24) Break is used to terminate the execution of the loop. 
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 Extra Questions (2 & 3 Marks) 
1. What are the kinds of statements used in C++. 

There are two kinds of statements used in C++. 
(i) Null statement 
(ii) Compound statement 
 

2. Null statement 
The "null or empty statement" is a statement containing only a semicolon.  
It takes the flowing form:  

 ; // it is a null statement 
 
3. Compound (Block) statement  

 C++ allows a group of statements enclosed by pair of braces {}. This group of statements is called as a 
compound statement or a block. 
   EX: 

{  
int x, y;  
x = 10;  
y = x + 10; 
} 

 
4. What is Control Statement? 
 Control Statement are statements that alter the sequence of flow of instaructions. 

 
 If the Statements are executed sequentially, the flow is called as sequential flow. In some situations, if the 

statements alter the flow of execution like branching, iteration, jumping and function calls, this flow is 
called as control flow. 
 

5. What is Selection statement? 
The selection statement means the statement (s) are executed depends upon a condition. If a condition is true, 

a true block (a set of statements) is executed otherwise a false block is executed. This statement is also called 
decision statement or selection statement. 

 
6.  What are the kinds of control statement used in C++? 

There are three kinds of control statement used in C++.  
(1) Sequence Statement  
(2) Selection Statement 
(3) Iteration Statement  
 

7. Define: Iteration Statement (looping)  
 Iteration Statement (looping) is use to execute a set of statements repeatedly until a condition is satisfied. 
 If a condition evaluates to true, the set of statements (true block) is executed again and again. 
 This is also known as looping statement or iteration statement. 

 
8. What are the kinds Iteration Statements supported in C++? 

There are three kinds Iteration Statements supported.  
(1) for  
(2) While 
(3) do-While. 

 
9. What are the kinds of Jump statement used in C++? 

 In C++ three Jump Statment are used 

(1) goto 
 (2) break  
(3) continue 

 

10. What is if statement? 
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The if statement evaluates a condition, if the condition is true then a true-block (a statement or set of 
statements) is executed, otherwise the true-block is skipped. 
The general syntax of the if statement is: 

if (expression)  
true-block; 
statement-x; 
 

11. Draw the flow chart of if-statement. 

 
 
12. Write the syntax of the if-else statement? 

 

if ( expression)  
{  
True-block; 
}  
else 
{  
False-block; 
} 
Statement-x 

 
13. What are the nested can have one of the three forms? 

1. If nested inside if part 
2. If nested inside else part 
3. If nested inside both if part and else part 

 
14. Define Switch statement? 
 

The switch statement is a multi-way branch statement. It provides an easy way to dispatch execution to 
different parts of code based on the value of the expression. The switch statement replaces multiple if-else 
sequences. 
 
15. What are the parts used to loop? 

Every loop has four elements that are used for different purposes. These elements are  
 Initialization expression 
 Test expression 
 Update expression 
 The body of the loop 

  
16. Define: for loop  

 The for loop is the easiest looping statement which allows code to be executed repeatedly. 
 

The general syntax is: 
for (initialization(s); test-expression; update expression(s)) 
{  
Statement 1;  
Statement 2;  
…………. 

  } 
 
17. What is Empty loop? 
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Empty loop means a loop has no statement in its body is called an empty loop.  
Following for loop is an empty loop: 

 
 
18. Define: While loop  
 A while loop is a control flow statement that allows the loop statements to be executed as long as the 
condition is true. 
 
The while loop syntax is: 
 

while ( Test expression ) 
{  
Body of the loop;  
} 
Statement-x; 

 
19. Explain: do-while loop  
 The do-while loop is an exit-controlled loop. In do-while loop, the condition is evaluated at the bottom of 
the loop after executing the body of the loop. 
 
The do-while loop syntax is: 
  

do 
{  
Body of the loop; 
}  
while(condition); 
 

20. What is Jump statement? 
Jump statements are used to interrupt the normal flow of program.  
Types of Jump Statements are 
 goto statement 
 break statement 
 continue statement 

  
21. Define goto statement. 

 The goto statement is a control statement which is used to transfer the control from one place to another 
place without any condition in a program. 

  
22. What is break statement? 

 A break statement is a jump statement which terminates the execution of loop and the control is 
transferred to resume normal execution after the body of the loop. 

 
23. Difference between Break and Continue 
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 Extra Questions (5 Marks) 
1. Define Selection statements. Explain its Types. 

The selection statement means the statement (s) are executed depends upon a condition. If a condition is 
true, a true block (a set of statements) is executed otherwise a false block is executed. This statement is 
also called decision statement or selection statement. 

 
 Types of selection statements: 

a) If 
b) If else 
c) Nested if 
d) Else if ladder 
e) Conditional operator 
f) Switch case 

 
a) if statement  

The if statement evaluates a condition, if the condition is true then a true-block (a statement or 
set of statements) is executed, otherwise the true-block is skipped. 
Syntax: 

if (expression)        Flow chart: 
true-block; 
statement-x;  

 
 Example: 
 

#include<iostream> 
using namespace std; 
int main() 
{ 
int a=10, b=5; 
if(a>b) 
{ 
cout<<a; 
} 
getch(); 
} 

 

 Output: 
   10 
 

b) If else 
The if statement evaluates a condition, if the condition is true execute first statement, otherwise 
(false) execute second statement. 
Syntax:    Flow chart: 

if ( expression)  
{  
True-block; 
}  
else 
{  
False-block; 
}  
Statement-x 
 

  

Example: 
 

#include<iostream> 
using namespace std; 
int main() 
{ 
int a=10, b=5; 
if(a>b) 
cout<<a; 
else 
cout<<b; 
getch(); 
} 

 

 Output: 
   5 
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c) Nested if 
An if statement contains another if statement is called nested if. The nested can have one of the 
following three forms. 

1. If nested inside if part 
2. If nested inside else part 
3. If nested inside both if part and else part 

 
d) if -else-if ladder  
The if-else ladder is a multi-path decision making statement. In this type of statement 'if' is followed 
by one or more else if statements and finally end with an else statement. 
Syntax:       Example: 

if (expression 1) 
{  
Statemet-1 
} 
else  
if( expression 2)  
{  
Statemet-2  
}  
else  
if ( expression 3)  
{  
Statemet-3  
}  
else  
{  
Statement-4  

} 
 

 
e) The ?: Alternative to if- else  
The conditional operator (or Ternary operator) is an alternative for ‘if else statement’. The 
conditional operator that consists of two symbols (?:). It takes three arguments. 
Syntax: 
  expression 1? expression 2 : expression 3; 

 
Example: 

#include <iostream> 
using namespace std; 
int main() 
{  
int a=10, b=5; 
if(a>b ? cout<<a : cout<<b) 
getch(); 
} 

Output: 
  10 

  

#include <iostream> 
using namespace std; 
int main () 
{ 
int marks; 
cout<<" Enter the Marks :"; 
cin>>marks; 
if( marks >= 60 )  
cout<< "Your grade is 1st class !!" <<endl;  
else if( marks >= 50 && marks < 60)  
cout<< "your grade is 2nd class !!" <<endl;  
else if( marks >= 40 && marks < 50)  
cout<< "your grade is 3rd class !!" <<endl; 
else  
cout<< "You are fail !!" <<endl; 
return 0; 
} 

Output 
Enter the Marks :60 
Your grade is 1st class !! 
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2. Explain switch case statement with example program? 
 

The switch statement is a multi-way branch statement. It provides an easy way to dispatch execution 
to different parts of code based on the value of the expression. 

Syntax: 
switch(expression)  
{  
case constant 1:  
statement(s);  
break;  
case constant 2:  
statement(s);  
break;  
.  
.  
.  
.  

default:  
statement(s); 

} 
Rules: 

1. The expression provided in the switch should result in a constant value otherwise it would not be valid. 
2. Duplicate case values are not allowed. 
3. The default statement is optional.  
4. The break statement is used inside the switch to terminate a statement sequence. When a break statement is 

reached, the switch terminates, and the flow of control jumps to the next line following the switch statement. 
5. The break statement is optional. If omitted, execution will continue on into the next case. The flow of control 

will fall through to subsequent cases until a break is reached. 
6. Nesting of switch statements is also allowed. 
Example: 

#include <iostream> 
using namespace std; 
int main() 
{  
int num;  
cout << "\n Enter week day number: ";  
cin >> num;  
switch (num)  
{  
case 1 : cout << "\n Sunday"; break;  
case 2 : cout << "\n Monday"; break;  
case 3 : cout << "\n Tuesday"; break;  
case 4 : cout << "\n Wednessday"; break;  
case 5 : cout << "\n Thursday"; break;  
case 6 : cout << "\n Friday"; break;  
case 7 : cout << "\n Saturday"; break;  
default: cout << "\n Wrong input....";  
} 
getch(); 
} 

Output: 
Enter week day number: 6  

Friday 
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3. What is Jump statement? Explain its types with example. 

Jump statements are used to interrupt the normal flow of program.  

Types of Jump Statements are 

 1. goto statement 
 2. break statement 
 3. continue statement 

  
1. goto statement  
 The goto statement is a control statement which is used to transfer the control from one 
place to another place without any condition in a program.  
syntax : 
 

  

2. break statement  

 A break statement is a jump statement which terminates the execution of loop and the 
control is transferred to resume normal execution after the body of the loop.  
syntax : 

 
 

3. continue statement  

 The continue statement works quite similar to the break statement. Instead of terminating 
the loop (break statement), continue statement forces the loop to continue or execute the next 
iteration.  
syntax : 

 
  

#include<iostream.h> 
void main() 
{ 
int a=1; 
while(a<=10) 
{ 
if(a==3) 
break; 
cout << "\nStatement " << a; 
a++; 
} 
cout << "\nEnd of Program."; 
} 

Output : 
Statement 1 
Statement 2 
End of Program. 

 

#include<iostream.h> 
void main() 
{ 
int a=0; 
while(a<5) 
{ 
a++; 
if(a==3) 
continue; 
cout << "\nStatement " << a; 
} 
cout << "\nEnd of Program."; 
} 

Output : 
Statement 1 
Statement 2 
Statement 4 
Statement 5 
End of Program. 
 

#include<iostream.h> 
void main() 
{ 
cout << "\n Statement 1."; 
cout << "\n Statement 2."; 
cout << "\n Statement 3."; 
goto last; 
cout << "\n Statement 4."; 
last: 
cout << "\n End of Program."; 
} 

Output : 
Statement 1. 
Statement 2. 
Statement 3. 
End of Program. 
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4. Write Key Differences Between if-else and switch. 

1. Expression inside if statement decide whether to execute the statements inside if block or under else 
block. On the other hand, expression inside switch statement decide which case to execute. 

2. An if-else statement uses multiple statements for multiple choices. On other hand, switch statement 
uses single expression for multiple choices. 

3. If-esle statement checks for equality as well as for logical expression. On the other hand, switch 
checks only for equality. 

4. The if statement evaluates integer, character, pointer or floating-point type or Boolean type. On the 
other hand, switch statement evaluates only character or a integer data type. 

5. Sequence of execution is like either statement under if block will execute or statements under else 
block statement will execute. On the other hand the expression in switch statement decide which 
case to execute and if do not apply a break statement after each case it will execute till the end of 
switch statement. 

6. If expression inside if turn out to be false, statement inside else block will be executed. If expression 
inside switch statement turn out to be false then default statements are executed. 

7. It is difficult to edit if-else statements as it is tedious to trace where the correction is required. On the 
other hand, it is easy to edit switch statements as they are easy to trace. 
 
 
 

***** 
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Unit - III             CHAPTER - 11 

Functions in C++ 
 
 

Part – 1 
Choose the best answer 

1. Which of the following header file defines the standard I/O predefined functions ?  
A) stdio.h   B) math.h   C) string.h   D) ctype.h 

2. Which function is used to check whether a character is alphanumeric or not.  
A) isalpha()   B) isdigit()   C) isalnum()  D) islower() 

3. Which function begins the program execution ?  
A) isalpha()   B) isdigit()   C) main()   D) islower() 

4. Which of the following function is with a return value and without any argument ?  
A) x=display(int, int)    B) x=display()   
C) y=display(float)     D) display(int) 

5. Which is return data type of the function prototype of add(int, int); ?  
A) int    B) float   C) char   D) double 

6. Which of the following is the scope operator ?  
A) >    B) &    C) %    D) :: 

Part –II 

Answer to all the questions (2 Marks): 

1. Define Functions. 
A large program can typically be split into smaller sized blocks called as functions.  Where each sub-
program can perform some specific functionality. 

 
2. Write about strlen() function. 

The strlen() takes a null terminated byte string source as its argument and returns its length. The 
length does not include the null(\0) character. 

Ex: 
name= “vijay” 
strlen(name);  [ length of the name = 5 ] 
 

3. What is importance of void data type. 
void type has two important purposes: 

 To indicate the function does not return a value  
 To declare a generic pointer.  
 

4. What is Parameter and list its types? 
Arguments or parameters are the means to pass values from the calling function to the called 
function 
. 

1. The variables used in the function definition as parameters are known as formal parameters. 
2. The constants, variables or expressions used in the function call are known as actual parameters. 
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5. Write a note on Local Scope. 
 A local variable is defined within a block. A block of code begins and ends with curly braces { }. 
 A local variable cannot be accessed from outside the block of its declaration.  
 

 
Part – III 

Answer to all the questions (3 Marks): 
1. What is Built-in functions? 
 The functions which are available by default known as “Built-in” functions 
 Header files provide function prototype and definitions for library functions. 
 header file can be identified by their file extension .h.  
 A single header file may contain multiple built-in functions. 

Example:  stdio.h    --  it contains pre-defined “standard input/output” functions. 
 

2. What is the difference between isuppr() and toupper() functions ? 

isuppr() toupper() 
 
This function is used to check the given character 
is uppercase. 

 
This function is used to convert the given 
character into its uppercase. 

 
This function will return 1 if true otherwise 0. 

 
This function will return the upper case 
equivalent of the given character.  

Ex:        int n=isupper(‘A’); Ex:   char c = toupper('k’);    --  K 
 

3. Write about strcmp() function. 
The strcmp() function takes two arguments: string1 and string2. It compares the contents of 
string1 and string2 lexicographically. 

 

The strcmp() function returns a: 

 Positive value if the first differing character in string1 is greater than the corresponding character  
in string2.  

 Negative value if the first differing character in string1 is less than the corresponding character in  
string2. 

 0 if string1 and string2 are equal.  
 

4. Write short note on pow() function in C++. 
The pow() function returns base raised to the power of exponent.  

If any argument passed to pow() is long double, the return type is promoted to long double.  

If not, the return type is double. The pow() function takes two arguments: 
 
 base - the base value 
 exponent - exponent of the base 
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5. What are the information the prototype provides to the compiler? 
 

Example:     long fact (int, double) 
 

The prototype above example provides the following information to the compiler: 

 The return value of the function is of type long. 
 fact is the name of the function. 
 The function is called with two arguments:  

 The first argument is of int data type.  
 The second argument is of double data type.  

 
6. What is default arguments? Give example. 

In C++, one can assign default values to the formal parameters of a function prototype. The 
Default arguments allows to omit some arguments when calling the function.  
 

When calling a function, 

 For any missing arguments, complier uses the values in default arguments for the called 
function. 

 The default value is given in the form of variable initialization.  
  

Example :  defaultvalue(x,y);  
defaultvalue(200,150);  
defaultvalue(150);  

 
Part –IV 

Answer to all the questions (5 Marks): 

1. Explain Call by value method with suitable example. 
Call by value method copies the value of an actual parameter into the formal parameter of the 
function. In this case, changes made to formal parameter within the function will have no effect on 
the actual parameter. 

Example Program: 

#include<iostream> 
using namespace std; 
void display(int x) 
{  
int a=x*x;  
cout<<"\n\n The Value inside display function (a * a):"<<a; 
} 
int main() 
{  
int a;  
cout<<"\n\n Enter the Value for A :";  
cin>>a;  
display(a);  
cout<<"\n\n The Value inside main function "<<a;  
return(0); 
} 

Output : 
Enter the Value for A : 5 
The Value inside display function (a * a) : 25 
The Value inside main function 5 
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2. What is Recursion? Write a program to find GCD using recursion. 
 
A function that calls itself is known as recursive function. And, this technique is known as 
recursion. 

Example Program: (Find GCD using recursion) 
 

#include <iostream> 
using namespace std; 
int gcd(int n1, int n2) 
{  
if (n2 != 0)  
return gcd(n2, n1 % n2);  
else  
return n1; 
} 
int main() 
{  
int num1, num2;  
cout << "Enter two positive integers: ";  
cin >> num1 >> num2;  
cout << "Greatest Common Divisor (GCD) of :" << num1;  
cout<< " & " << num2 << " is: " << gcd (num1, num2);  
return 0; 
} 

Output: 
Enter two positive integers: 350 100 
Greatest Common Divisor (GCD) of : 350 & 100 is: 50 

 
3. What are the different forms of function return? Explain with example. 

Returning from the function is done by using the return statement.  

The return statement stops execution and returns to the calling function. When a return statement is 
executed, the function is terminated immediately at that point. 

Different forms of function return: 

1. The return statement 
2. The Returning values 
3. The Returning by reference 

   1. The return statement  

The return statement is used to return from a function. It is categorized as a jump statement because it 
terminates the execution of the function and transfer the control to the called statement.  

A return may or may not have a value associated with it. If return has a value associated with it, that 
value becomes the return value for the calling statement.  

Even for void function return statement without parameter can be used to terminate the function. 

Syntax:  
return expression / variable; 

Example :  return(a+b); return(a);  
return;  
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   2. The Returning values:  

The functions that return no value is declared as void. The data type of a function is treated as int, if no 
data type is explicitly mentioned. 

Example :  

int add (int, int);  
add (int, int);  

 
In both prototypes, the return value is int, because by default the return value of a function in C++ is 
of type int. Look at the following examples: 

 
   3. The Returning by reference 

#include<iostream> 
using namespace std; 
int main() 
{  
int n1=150; 

int &n1ref=n1;  
cout<<"\n The Value of N1 = "<<n1<<" and n1Reference = "<<n1ref;  
n1ref++;  
cout<<"\n After n1 increased the Value of N1 = "<<n1;  
cout<<" and n1Reference = "<<n1ref;  
return(0); 
} 

Output: 
The Value of N1 = 150 and n1Reference = 150 
After n1 increased the Value of N1 = 151 and n1Reference = 151 

 
4. Explain scope of variable with example. 

 
Scope refers to the accessibility of a variable. There are four types of scopes in C++.  

1. Local scope 
2. Function scope 
3. File scope  
4. Class scope 

 
1. Local scope 

 Inside a block which is called local variables. 
Example: 

#include<iostream>s 
using namespace std; 
int main ( ) 
{ 
int a, b ; 
a = 10; 
b = 20; 
if (a > b) 
{  
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int temp;  
temp = a; 
a = b; 
b = temp; 
} 
cout <<"\n Descending order .... \n"; 
cout <<a <<"\t"<<b; 
return(0); 
} 

Output: 
 Descending order …. 

              10       20 
2. Function scope 

 Inside a function is called function variables. 
Example: 

#include<iostream> 
using namespace std; 
void add(int x, int y) 
{  
int m=x+y; //'m' declared within function add()//  
cout<<"\nThe Sum = "<<m; 
} 
int main ( ) 
{ 
int a, b ; 
a = 10; 
b = 20; 
add(a,b); 
return(0); 
} 

3. File scope  
Outside of all functions which is called global variables. 

 
Example: 

#include<iostream> 
using namespace std; 
int file_var=20; //Declared within File// 
void add(int x, int y) 
{  
int m=x+y+file_var;  
cout<<"\n The Sum = "<<m; 
} 
int main ( ) 
{ 
int a, b ; 
a = 10; 
b = 20; 
add(a,b); 
cout<<”\nThe File Variable = “<<file_var; 
return(0); 
} 

Output: 
The Sum = 50  
The File Variable =20 

4. Class scope 
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Inside a class is called class variable or data members. 

 

 
5. Write a program to accept any integer number and reverse it. 

#include <iostream> 
using namespace std; 
int main() 
{ 
    int n, reversedNumber = 0, remainder; 
    cout << "Enter an integer: "; 
    cin >> n; 
    while(n != 0) 
    { 
        remainder = n%10; 
        reversedNumber = reversedNumber*10 + remainder; 
        n /= 10; 
    } 
    cout << "Reversed Number : " << reversedNumber; 
    return 0; 
} 

Output: 
Enter an integer: 12345 

Reversed number: 54321 

 
 

***** 
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Unit - III  Arrays and Structures    CHAPTER - 12 
 

 

ARRAYS 

PART – I 
Choose the correct answer. 

1. Which of the following is the collection of variables of the same type that an referenced by a common 
name?  
a) int    b) float   c) Array   d) class 

2. Array subscripts is always starts with which number?  

a)-1    b) 0    c) 2    d) 3 

3. int age[]={6,90,20,18,2}; How many elements are there in this array?  

a) 2    b) 5    c) 6    d) 4 

4. cin>>n[3]; To which element does this statement accepts the value?  

a) 2    b) 3    c) 4    d) 5 

5. By default, the string and with which character?   

a)\o    b) \t    c) \n    d) \b 

 
 
 

Part – II 
Answers to all the questions (2 Marks): 

 
1. What is Traversal in an Array? 

Accessing each element of an array at least once to perform any operation is known as “Traversal”. 
Displaying all the elements in an array is an example of “traversal”. 

2. What is Strings? 

 A string is defined as a sequence of characters where each character may be a letter, number or a 

symbol.  

 Each element occupies one byte of memory.  

 Every string is terminated by a null (‘\0’, ASCII code 0) character 

3. What is the syntax to declare two – dimensional array. 

 Two-dimensional (2D) arrays are collection of similar elements where the elements are stored in 
certain number of rows and columns.  

 An example m × n matrix where m denotes the number of rows and n denotes the number of 
columns. 

Example: 
int arr[3][3];  
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Part – III 
Answers to all the questions (3 Marks): 

 
1. Define an Array? What are the types? 

“An array is a collection of variables of the same type that are referenced by a common name”. 
There are different types of arrays used in C++. They are: 

1. One-dimensional arrays  
2. Two-dimensional arrays 
3. Multi-dimensional arrays 

 

2. With note an Array of strings. 
 
An array of strings is a two-dimensional character array. The size of the first index (rows) denotes 
the number of strings and the size of the second index (columns) denotes the maximum length of 
each string.  
 
Declaration of 2D Array: 

char Name[6][10]; 
Initialization: 

char Name[6][10] = {"Vijay", "Raji", "Suji", "Joshini", "Murugan", "Mani"}; 
 

3. Write a C++ program to accept and print your name? 
 

# include <iostream> 
# include <string> 
using namespace std; 
int main() 
{ 
char myname[30]; 
cout << " Enter your Name: "; 
cin >> myname; 
cout<< “\n My name is :” <<myname; 
getch(); 
} 

 

Part – IV 

Answer to all the questions (5 Marks): 

1. Write a C++ program to find the difference between two matrix. 

#include<iostream> 
using namespace std;  
int main() 
{ 
 clrscr(); 
 int arr1[3][3], arr2[3][3], arr3[3][3], sub, i, j; 
 cout<<"Enter 3*3 Array 1 Elements : "; 

Output: 

 

Enter your Name: Joshini 

My name is : Joshini 
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 for(i=0; i<3; i++) 
 { 
  for(j=0; j<3; j++) 
  { 
   cin>>arr1[i][j]; 
  } 
 } 
 cout<<"Enter 3*3 Array 2 Elements : "; 
 for(i=0; i<3; i++) 
 { 
  for(j=0; j<3; j++) 
  { 
   cin>>arr2[i][j]; 
  } 
 } 
 cout<<"Subtracting array (array1-array2) ... \n"; 
 for(i=0; i<3; i++) 
 { 
  for(j=0; j<3; j++) 
  { 
   arr3[i][j]=arr1[i][j]-arr2[i][j]; 
  } 
 } 
 cout<<"Result of Array1 - Array2 is :\n"; 
 for(i=0; i<3; i++) 
 { 
  for(j=0; j<3; j++) 
  { 
   cout<<arr3[i][j]<<" "; 
  } 
  cout<<"\n"; 
 } 
 getch(); 
} 
 
Output: 
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2. How will you pass two dimensional array to a function explain with example.  

 
 In C++, arrays can be passed to a function as an argument. To pass an array to a function 

in C++, the function needs the array name as an argument.  
 

 Passing a two-dimensional array to a function  

Example:  C++ program to display values from two dimensional array  

#include <iostream> 
using namespace std; 
void display (int n[3][2]); 
int main() 
{  
int num[3][2] = { {3, 4}, {9, 5}, {7, 1} };  
display(num);  
return 0; 
} 
void display(int n[3][2]) 
{  
cout << "\n Displaying Values" << endl;  
for (int i=0; i<3; i++)  
{  
for (int j=0; j<2; j++)  
{  
cout << n[i][j] << " ";  
}  
cout << endl << endl;  
} 
getch( ); 
} 

 
Output: 

Displaying Values 
3  4 
9  5 
7  1  

 
In the above program, the two-dimensional array num is passed to the function display() to produce the 
results.   
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STRUCTURES 

Part – I 
Choose the correct answer 

1. The data elements in the structure are also known as  
(a) objects   (b) members   (c) data   (d) records 

2. Structure definition is terminated by  
(a) :    (b) }    (c) ;    (d) :: 

3. What will happen when the structure is declared?  
(a) it will not allocate any memory    (b) it will allocate the memory  
(c) it will be declared and initialized    (d) it will be only declared 

4. What is the output of this program?  
#include <iostream>  
#include <string.h>  
using namespace std;  
int main()  
{  
struct student  
{  
int n;  
char name[10];  
};  
student s;  
s.n = 123;  
strcpy(s.name, "Balu");  
cout<<s.n;  
cout<< s.name <<endl;  
return 0; }  

(a) 123Balu    (b)BaluBalu   (c) Balu123   (d) 123 Balu 
5. A structure declaration is given below.  

struct Time  
{  
int hours;  
int minutes;  
int seconds;  
}t;  

Using above declaration which of the following refers to seconds.  

(a) Time.seconds  (b) Time::seconds   (c)seconds   (d) t. seconds 
6. What will be the output of this program?  

#include <iostream>  
using namespace std;  
struct ShoeType  
{  
string name;  
double price;  
};  
int main()  
{  
ShoeType shoe1, shoe2;  
shoe1.name = "Adidas";  
shoe1.price = 9.99;  
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cout<< shoe1.name<< " # "<< shoe1.price<<endl;  
shoe2 = shoe1;  
shoe2.price = shoe2.price / 9;  
cout<< shoe2.name<< " # "<< shoe2.price;  
return 0; 

 

(a) Adidas # 9.99 
Adidas # 1.11 

(b) Adidas # 9.99 
Adidas # 9.11 

(c) Adidas # 9.99 
Adidas # 11.11 

(d) Adidas # 9.11 
Adidas # 11.11 

  
7. Which of the following is a properly defined structure?  

(a) struct {int num;}     (b) struct sum {int num;}  
(c) struct sum int sum;    (d) struct sum {int num;}; 

8. A structure declaration is given below.  
struct employee  
{  
int empno;  
char ename[10];  
}e[5];  

Using above declaration which of the following statement is correct.  
(a) cout<<e[0].empno<<e[0].ename;   (b) cout<<e[0].empno<<ename;  
(c) cout<<e[0]->empno<<e[0]->ename;   (d) cout<<e.empno<<e.ename; 

9. Which of the following cannot be a structure member?  

(a) Another structure   (b) Function  (c) Array  (d) variable of double datatype 

10. When accessing a structure member ,the identifier to the left of the dot operator is the name of  
(a) structure variable    (b) structure tag    (c) structure member    (d) structure function 

 

Part – II 
Answer to all the questions (2 Marks): 

1. Define structure .What is its use? 
  

 Structure is a user-defined which has the combination of data items with different data 
types.  

Use: 
This allows to group of variables of mixed data types together into a single unit. 

 
2. To store 100 integer number which of the following is good to use?  Array or Structure  

State the reason. 
 Structure is better than array.  
 Because Structure variable allocates memory for that variable itself. 

 
3. What is the error in the following structure definition.  
 
struct employee{ inteno;charename[20];char dept;}  

Employee e1,e2;  

struct employee 
{  
int eno;  
char ename[20]; 
char dept; 
}  
employee e1,e2; 
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4. Write a structure definition for the structure student containing examno, name and an array 
for storing five subject marks. 

 

examno, name and an array for storing five subject marks. 
 
struct student 
{ 
int examno; 
char name[20]; 
int marks[5][3];0. 
} 

 
5. Why for passing a structure to a function call by reference is advisable to us? 
 
 Structures are usually passed by reference method because it saves the memory space and 

executes faster. 
 
6. What is the size of the following highlighted variable in terms of byte if it is compiled in dev c++  

struct A{ float f[3]; char ch[5];long double d;};  
struct B{ A a; int arr[2][3];}b[3] 
 
float f   4 Bytes 
char ch   1 Byte 
long double d  10 Bytes 
int arr   4 Bytes 
 

7. Is the following snippet is fully correct. If not identify the error.  
struct sum1{ int n1,n2;}s1;  
struct sum2{int n1,n2}s2;  
cin>>s1.n1>>s1.n2;  
s2=s1; 
 

8. Differentiate array and structure. 

ARRAY STRUCTURE 

Array is a user-defined which has the sequence 
of data items with same data types.  
 

Structure is a user-defined which has the 
combination of data items with different data types.  
 

Syntax: 
                data_type array_name[array_size]; 
 

Syntax: 
               struct structure_name{data_items;}obj; 

Example:        int a[5]; Example:         struct sum1{ int n1,n2;}s1; 
 
9. What are the different ways to initialize the structure members? 
   
 Values can be assigned to structure elements similar to assigning values to variables. 

Example: 
balu.rollno=  “702016”;  
balu.age= 18;  

struct sum1{ int n1,n2;}s1;  
struct sum2{int n1,n2;}s2;  
cin>>s1.n1>>s1.n2;  
s2=s1; 
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balu.weight= 48.5; 
Also, values can be assigned directly as similar to assigning values to Arrays. 

balu={702016, 18, 48.5}; 
 
10. What is wrong with the following C++ declarations?  
 
A. struct point ( double x, y ) 
B. struct point { double x, double y };  
C. struct point { double x; double y }  
D. struct point { double x; double y; };  
E. struct point { double x; double y; } 
 

 
PART – III 

Answer to all the questions (3 Marks): 

1. How will you pass a structure to a function?  
 A structure variable can be passed to a function in a similar way of passing any argument that is 

of built-in data type.  
 

 If the structure itself is an argument, then it is called “call by value”.  
 

 If the reference of the structure is passed as an argument then it is called, “call by reference”. 
 

2. The following code sums up the total of all students name starting with ‘S’ and display it. Fill in 
the blanks with required statements.  

struct student {int exam no,lang,eng,phy,che,mat,csc,total;char name[15];};  
int main()  
{  
student s[20];  
for(int i=0;i<20;i++)  
{  
Cout<<”enter the students name one by one:”; 
Cin>>name[i]; 
}  
for(int i=0;i<20;i++)  
{  
if(name[0]==’s’) 
 Cout<<name[i];  
}  
return 0;  
} 

 
3. What is called nested structure. Give example  
 

 The structure declared within another structure is called a nested structure. 
 Nested structures act as members of another structure and the members of the child structure can 

be accessed as parent structure name. 
 Child structure name. Member name. 

Eg: 
struct Student 
{  

A. struct point { double x, y; };  
B. struct point { double x, double y; };  
C. struct point { double x; double y; };  
D. struct point { double x; double y; };  
E. struct point { double x; double y; }; 
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int age;  
float height, weight;  
struct dob  
{  
int date;  
char month[4];  
int year;  
}; 
}ob; 

 
4. Re0write the following program after removing the syntactical error(s), if any.  Underline each 
correction.  
 

struct movie  
{  
charm_name[10];  
charm_lang[10];  
float ticket cost =50;};  
Movie;  
void main()  
{  
gets(m_name);  
cin>>m_lang;  
return 0;  
} 

 
 
5. What is the difference among the following two programs?  
(a)  #include <iostream.h>  

struct point { double x; double y; };  
int main() {  
struct point test;  
test.x = .25; test.y = .75;  
cout<<test.x<<test.y;  
return 0;  
}  
 

(b)  #include <iostream.h>  
struct { double x; double y; } Point;     wrong declaration structure name should be important  
int main(void) {                                    (syntax error will occur) 
Point test={.25,.75};  
return 0;  
} 
 

6. How to access members of a structure? Give example. 
 
 Data members are accessed by dot(.) operator.  

Syntax: objectname.datamember; 

The student can be referred as reference name to the above structure and the elements can be accessed 
like student.rollno, student.age and student.weight . 

struct movie  
{  
Char m_name[10];  
Char m_lang[10];  
float ticket_cost =50; 
}Movie;  
void main()  
{  
gets(m_name);  
cin>>m_lang; 
cin>>ticket_cost;  
return 0;  
} 
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7. Write the syntax and an example for structure. 
 
Syntax: 

struct structure_name {  
type member_name1;  
type member_name2;  
} reference_name;  

 
 

 An optional field reference_name can be used to declare objects of the structure type directly. 
 
8. For the following structure definition write the user defined function to accept data through 
keyboard.  

struct date{ int dd,mm,yy};  
struct item { int itemid;char name[10];float price;date date_manif;}; 

solution: 
date={2,55,2019}; 
item={109,’suji’,500,’2-5-19’}; 

 
9. What is called anonymous structure .Give an example 
 

 A structure without a name/tag is called anonymous structure. 
Ex: 

struct 
{ 
long rollno;  
int age;  
float weight; 
} student; 

 
 The student can be referred as reference name to the above structure and the elements can be 

accessed like student.rollno, student.age and student.weight 
 
10. Write a user defined function to return the structure after accepting value through keyboard. 

The structure definition is as follows  
 

struct Item{int item no;float price;}; 
 
 

void main() 

{ 

Cout<< “enter itemno and floatprice:”<<endl; 

Cin>>itemno>>floatprice; 

Cout<<itemno<<floatprice; 

getch(); 

} 
  

Example: 
struct Student  
{  
long rollno;  
int age;  
float weight; 
} ; 
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Part – IV 
Answer to all the questions (5 Marks): 

 
1. Explain array of structures with example  

A class may contain many students. So, the definition of structure for one student can also be 
extended to all the students. If the class has 5 students, then 5 individual structures are required. For this 
purpose, an array of structures can be used. An array of structures is declared in the same way as 
declaring an array with built-in data types like int or char.  

 

The following program reads the details of 5 students and prints the same.  
#include <iostream> 
using namespace std; 
struct Student 
{  
int age;  
float height;  
}; 
void main( ) 
{ 
Student std[5]; 
int i;  
cout<< “ Enter the details for 5 students”<<endl;  
for(i=0;i<20;i++) 
{  
cout<< “ Enter the details of student”<<i+1<<endl;  
cout<< “ Enter the age:”<<endl;  
cin>>std[i].age;  
cout<< “Enter the height:”<<endl;  
cin>>std[i].height;  
}  
cout<< “The values entered for Age and height  are”<<endl;  
for(i=0;i<20;i++) 
cout<<”Student ”<<i+1<< “\t”<<std[i].age<< “\t”<<std[i].height; 
} 

Output: 
Enter the details for 5 students 
Enter the details of student1 
Enter the age: 
18 
Enter the height: 
160.5 
Enter the details of student2 
Enter the age: 
18  
enter the height: 
164.5 
 

The values entered for Age and height are 
Student 1 18 160.5  
Student 2 18 164.5  

The above program reads age , height and weight of 5 students and prints the same details. The output is shown 
for only two students due to space constraints.  
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2. Explain call by value with respect to structure. 
 
 The structure itself is an argument, then it is called “call by value”. 

 When a structure is passed as argument to a function using call by value method, any change 
made to the contents of the structure variable inside the function to which it is passed do not 
affect the structure variable used as an argument. 

 

Example: 
#include <iostream> 
using namespace std; 
struct Employee 
{ 
char name[50]; 
int age; 
float salary; 
}; 
void printData(Employee);     
int main() 
{  
Employee p;  
cout<< "Enter Full name: ";  
cin>>p.name;  
cout<< "Enter age: ";  
cin>>p.age;  
cout<< "Enter salary: ";  
cin>>p.salary;  
printData(p); 
return 0; 
} 
void printData(Employee q) 
{  
cout<< "\n\n Displaying Information." <<endl;  
cout<< "Name: " << q.name <<endl;  
cout<<"Age: " <<q.age<<endl;  
cout<< "Salary: " <<q.salary; 
} 

Output: 
Enter Full name: VijayKumar 
Enter age: 29 
Enter salary: 34233.4 
 
Displaying Information. 
Name: VijayKumar 
Age: 29 
Salary: 34233.4 

 
 
In the above example, a structure named Employee is declared and used. The values that are entered into 
the structure are name, age and salary of a Employee are displayed using a function named printData(). 
The argument for the above function is the structure Employee. The input can be received through a 
function named readData().   
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3. How call by reference is used to pass structure to a function .Give an Example 
 
 The reference of the structure is passed as an argument then it is called, “call by reference”. 

 In this method of passing the structures to functions ,the address of a structure variable /object is 
passed to the function using address of(&) operator. So any change made to the contents of structure 
variable inside the function are reflected back to the calling function.  

Structures are usually passed by reference method because it saves the memory space and executes 
faster. 

 
Example: 

#include <iostream> 
using namespace std; 
struct Employee  
{ 
char name[50]; 
int age; 
float salary; 
}; 
void readData(Employee &);  
void printData(Employee);  
int main() 
{  
Employee p;  
readData(p);  
printData(p); 
return 0; 
} 
void readData(Employee &p) {  
cout<< "Enter Full name: ";  
cin.get(p.name, 50);  
cout<< "Enter age: ";  
cin>>p.age;  
cout<< "Enter salary: ";  
cin>>p.salary; 
} 
void printData(Employee p) 
{  
cout<< "\n\n  Displaying Information." <<endl;  
cout<< "Name: " << p.name <<endl;  
cout<<"Age: " <<p.age<<endl;  
cout<< "Salary: " <<p.salary; 
} 

Output: 
Enter Full name: Vijay 
Enter age: 29 
Enter salary: 34233.4 
 
Displaying Information. 
Name: Vijay 
Age: 29 
Salary: 34233.4  
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4. Write a C++ program to add two distances using the following structure definition  
struct Distance{  
int feet;  
float inch;  
}d1 , d2, sum;  

 
#include <iostream> 
using namespace std; 
struct Distance{ 
    int feet; 
    float inch; 
}d1 , d2, sum; 
int main() 
{ 
    cout << "Enter 1st distance" << endl; 
    cout << "Enter feet: "; 
    cin >> d1.feet; 
    cout << "Enter inch: "; 
    cin >> d1.inch; 
    cout << "\nEnter information for 2nd distance" << endl; 
    cout << "Enter feet: "; 
    cin >> d2.feet; 
    cout << "Enter inch: "; 
    cin >> d2.inch; 
    sum.feet = d1.feet+d2.feet; 
    sum.inch = d1.inch+d2.inch; 
    if(sum.inch > 12) 
    { 
        ++ sum.feet; 
        sum.inch -= 12; 
    }  
    cout << endl << "Sum of distances = " << sum.feet << " feet  " << sum.inch << " inches"; 
    return 0; 
} 

Output: 

 

Enter 1st distance 
Enter feet: 6 
Enter inch: 3.4 
 
Enter information for 2nd distance 
Enter feet: 5 
Enter inch: 10.2 
 
Sum of distances = 12 feet  1.6 inches 

 

In this program, a structure Distance containing two data members (inch and feet) is declared to store 
the distance in inch-feet system. 
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 5. Write a C++ Program to Add two Complex Numbers by Passing Structure to a Function for 
the following structure definition  

struct complex  
{  
float real;  
float imag;  
};  

The prototype of the function is complex add Complex Numbers (complex, complex); 
 

#include <stdio.h> 
typedef struct complex 
{ 
    float real; 
    float imag; 
} complex; 
complex add(complex n1,complex n2); 
 
int main() 
{ 
    complex n1, n2, temp; 
    printf("For 1st complex number \n"); 
    printf("Enter real and imaginary part respectively:\n"); 
    scanf("%f %f", &n1.real, &n1.imag); 
    printf("\nFor 2nd complex number \n"); 
    printf("Enter real and imaginary part respectively:\n"); 
    scanf("%f %f", &n2.real, &n2.imag); 
    temp = add(n1, n2); 
    printf("Sum = %.1f + %.1fi", temp.real, temp.imag); 
    return 0; 
} 
complex add(complex n1, complex n2) 
{ 
      complex temp; 
      temp.real = n1.real + n2.real; 
      temp.imag = n1.imag + n2.imag; 
      return(temp); 
} 

Output 

For 1st complex number 
Enter real and imaginary part respectively: 2.3 
4.5 
 
For 2nd complex number 
Enter real and imaginary part respectively: 3.4 
5 
Sum = 5.7 + 9.5i 

 

In this program, structures n1 and n2 are passed as an argument of function add(). 
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6.  Write a C++ Program to declare a structure book containing name and author as character 
array of 20 elements each and price as integer. Declare an array of book. Accept the name, author, 
price detail for each book. Define a user defined function to display the book details and calculate 
the total price. Return total price to the calling function. 

 
#include<iostream.h> 
#include<stdio.h> 
#include<conio.h> 
class BOOK 
{ 
 char BOOKTITLE[20]; 
 char AUTHOR[20]; 
 int PRICE; 
 void TOTAL_COST(int N) 
 { 
  float tcost; 
  tcost=PRICE*N; 
  cout<<tcost; 
 } 
public: 
 void INPUT() 
 { 
  cout<<"Enter Book Name: "; 
  cin>>BOOKTITLE; 
  cout<<"\n Enter Book AUTHOR: "; 
  gets(AUTHOR); 
  cout<<"\n Enter price per copy: "; 
  cin>>PRICE; 
 } 
  
 void PURCHASE() 
 { 
  int n; 
  cout<<"\n Enter number of copies to purchase: "; 
  cin>>n; 
  cout<<"\n Total cost is: "; 
  TOTAL_COST(n); 
 } 
}; 
  
void main() 
{ 
 BOOK obj; 
 obj.INPUT(); 
 obj.PURCHASE(); 
 getch(); 
} 

 

Output:  
 
 Enter Book Name: Vijay-CS-Guide  
 Enter Book AUTHOR: Vijaykumar 
 Enter price per copy: 120 
 Enter number of copies to purchase: 10 
 Total cost is: 1200 
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7. Write a c++ program to declare and accept an array of professors. Display the details of the 
department= “COMP.SCI” and the name of the professors start with ‘A’. The structure 
“college” should contain the following members.  

prof_id as integer  name and Department as character array 
 

#include<iostream.h> 
#include<conio.h> 
struct college 
{ 
int profid; 
char dept[20], name[20]; 
}; 
void main() 
{ 
clrscr(); 
int i; 
college p1[3]; 
cout<<"Enter 3 professor details:"<<endl; 
 for(i=0;i<3;i++) 
 { 
cout<<"Enter professor id:"<<endl; 
cin>>p1[i].profid; 
cout<<"Enter professor Name:"<<endl; 
cin>>p1[i].name; 
cout<<"Enter department:" <<endl <<endl; 
cin>>p1[i].dept; 
} 
getch(); 
} 

Output: 

 

Enter 3 professor details:  

Enter professor id: 101 

Enter professor Name: Arun 

Enter department: COMP.SCI 

 

Enter professor id: 102 

Enter professor Name: Vijay 

Enter department: Computer Science 

 

Enter professor id: 103 

Enter professor Name: Sujitha 

Enter department: Maths 
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8. Write the output of the following C++ program  

 
#include<iostream>  
#include<stdio>  
#include <string>  
#include<conio>  
using namespace std;  
struct books {  
char name[20], author[20];  
} a[50];  
int main()  
{  
clrscr();  
cout<< "Details of Book No " << 1 << "\n";  
cout<< "------------------------\n";  
cout<< "Book Name :"<<strcpy(a[0].name,"Programming ")<<endl;  
cout<< "Book Author :"<<strcpy(a[0].author,"Dromy")<<endl;  
cout<< "\nDetails of Book No " << 2 << "\n";  
cout<< "------------------------\n";  
cout<< "Book Name :"<<strcpy(a[1].name,"C++programming" )<<endl;  
cout<< "Book Author :"<<strcpy(a[1].author,"BjarneStroustrup ")<<endl;  
cout<<"\n\n";  
cout<< "================================================\n";  
cout<< " S.No\t| Book Name\t|author\n";  
cout<< "====================================================";  
for (int i = 0; i < 2; i++) {  
cout<< "\n " << i + 1 << "\t|" << a[i].name << "\t| " << a[i].author;  
}  
cout<< "\n=================================================";  
return 0;  
} 
 
Output:  
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9. Write the output of the following c++ program  

#include <iostream>  
#include <string>  
using namespace std;  
struct student  
{  
introll_no;  
char name[10];  
long phone_number;  
};  
int main(){  
student p1 = {1,"Brown",123443};  
student p2, p3;  
p2.roll_no = 2;  
strcpy(p2.name ,"Sam");  
p2.phone_number = 1234567822;  
p3.roll_no = 3;  
strcpy(p3.name,"Addy");  
p3.phone_number = 1234567844;  
cout<< "First Student" <<endl;  
cout<< "roll no : " << p1.roll_no <<endl;  
cout<< "name : " << p1.name <<endl;  
cout<< "phone no : " << p1.phone_number <<endl;  
cout<< "Second Student" <<endl;  
cout<< "roll no : " << p2.roll_no <<endl;  
cout<< "name : " << p2.name <<endl;  
cout<< "phone no : " << p2.phone_number <<endl;  
cout<< "Third Student" <<endl;  
cout<< "roll no : " << p3.roll_no <<endl;  
cout<< "name : " << p3.name <<endl;  
cout<< "phone no : " << p3.phone_number <<endl;  
return 0; 
} 
 

Output:  
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#include <iostream.h> 
struct PersonRec 
{ 
char lastName[10]; 
char firstName[10]; 
int age; 
} people; 
void LoadArray(); 
void main() 
{ 
clrscr(); 
PersonRec people; 
int i; 
for (i = 0; i < 10; i++) 
{ 
cout<<people.firstName<< " " 
<<people.lastName<<endl 
<<people.age; 
} 
} 
LoadArray(PersonRec people) 
{ 
for (int i = 0; i < 10; i++) 
{ 
cout<< "Enter first name: "; 
cin>>people.firstName; 
cout<< "Enter last name: "; 
cin>>people.lastName; 
cout<< "Enter age: "; 
cin>> people.age; 
}getch(); 
return 0; 
} 
 

10. Debug the error in the following program  
 
 
#include <istream.h>  
structPersonRec  
{  
charlastName[10];  
chaefirstName[10];  
int age;  
}  
PersonRecPeopleArrayType[10];  
voidLoadArray(PeopleRecpeop);  
void main()  
{  
PersonRecord people;  
for (i = 0; i < 10; i++)  
{  
cout<<people.firstName<< ‘ ‘ <<people.lastName  
<<setw(10) <<people.age;  
}  
} 
LoadArray(PersonRecpeop)  
{  
for (int i = 0; i < 10; i++)  
{  
cout<< "Enter first name: ";  
cin<<peop[i].firstName;  
cout<< "Enter last name: ";  
cin>>peop[i].lastName;  
cout<< "Enter age: ";  

cin>> people[i].age;} 
 

 

 

 

 

 

****** 
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Unit - IV            CHAPTER - 13 

INTRODUCTION TO OOP WITH C++ 
 
 

Part – 1 
Choose the best answer 

 

1. The term is used to describe a programming approach based on classes and objects is  
(A) OOP   (B) POP   (C) ADT   (D) SOP 

2. The paradigm which aims more at procedures.  
(A) Object Oriented Programming   (B) Procedural programming  
(C) Modular programming   (D) Structural programming  

3. Which of the following is a user defined data type?  
(A) class    (B) float   (C) int   (D) object 

4. The identifiable entity with some characteristics and behaviour is.  
(A) class   (B) object   (C) structure   (D) member 

5. The mechanism by which the data and functions are bound together into a single unit is known as  
(A) Inheritance   (B) Encapsulation  (C) Polymorphism  (D) Abstraction 

6. Insulation of the data from direct access by the program is called as  
(A) Data hiding  (B) Encapsulation  (C) Polymorphism  (D) Abstraction 

7. Which of the following concept encapsulate all the essential properties of the object that are to be 
created?  
(A) class   (B) Encapsulation (C) Polymorphism  (D) Abstraction 

8. Which of the following is the most important advantage of inheritance?  
(A) data hiding   (B) code reusability     (C) code modification    (D) accessibility  

9. “Write once and use it multiple time” can be achieved by  
(A) redundancy   (B) reusability    (C) modification  (D) composition 

10. Which of the following supports the transitive nature of data?  
(A) Inheritance   (B) Encapsulation  (C) Polymorphism    (D) Abstraction 

 

Part –II 
Answer to all the questions (2 Marks): 

 

1. How is modular programming different from procedural programming paradigm? 

MODULAR PROGRAMMING PROCEDURAL PROGRAMMING 
 

Paradigm consists of multiple modules, each 
module has a set of functions of related types.  
Data is hidden under the modules. 
 

 

Procedural means a list of instructions were given 
to the computer to do something. Procedural 
programming aims more at procedures. 

 

Features: 
 Programs are divided into individual modules. 
 Each modules are independent of each other 

and have their own local data. 
 

 

Features: 
 Programs are organized in the form of 

subroutines or sub programs. 
 All data items are global. 
 

Example:            Pascal and C 
 

Example:        FORTRAN and COBOL. 
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2. Differentiate classes and objects. 
 

CLASS OBJECT 

 
Class is a user defined data type. Class represents 
a group of similar objects. 
 

 
Objects are the basic unit of OOP. It represents 
data and associated function together in to a single 
unit. 

Objects are share common properties and 
relationship. 

An identifiable entity with some characteristics 
and behavior. 

 
3. What is polymorphism? 
 

Polymorphism is the ability of a message or function to be displayed in more than one form. 

Example: 
 
 
4.  How is encapsulation and abstraction are interrelated? 
 
 Abstract attributes are Encapsulate all the essential properties of the object that are to be created. 

The attributes are called data members because they hold information. 
 
 Abstraction refers to showing only the essential features without revealing background details. 

 
5. Write the disadvantages of OOP.  

Size:  Object Oriented Programs are much larger than other programs.  

Effort:  Object Oriented Programs require a lot of work to create. 

Speed:  Object Oriented Programs are slower than other programs, because of their size. 

 
Part – III 

Answer to all the questions (3 Marks): 
 

1. What is paradigm? Mention the different types of paradigm. 
 

 Paradigm means organizing principle of a program. It is an approach to programming.  

 There are different approaches available for problem solving using computer. They are,  

1. Procedural programming 
2. Modular Programming 
3. Object Oriented Programming 

 

2. Write a note on the features of procedural programming. 
 

 Programs are organized in the form of subroutines or sub programs 
 All data items are global 
 Suitable for small sized software application 
 Difficult to maintain and enhance the program code as any change in data type needs to be 

propagated to all subroutines that use the same data type. This is time consuming.  
 

 Example: FORTRAN and COBOL. 
 

Draw_square() Draw_circle() Draw_rectangle() 
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3. List some of the features of modular programming. 
 

 Emphasis on algorithm rather than data 
 Programs are divided into individual modules 
 Each modules are independent of each other and have their own local data 
 Modules can work with its own data as well as with the data passed to it. 

 

 Example: Pascal and C 
 

4. What do you mean by modularization and software reuse? 
 

Modularisation:  Where the program can be decomposed into modules.  
 

Software re-use:  Where a program can be composed from existing and new modules. 
 
5. Define information hiding. 

 

Encapsulation of data from direct access by the program is called data hiding or information 
hiding. 

 
Part –IV 

Answer to all the questions (5 Marks): 

 
1. Write the differences between Object Oriented Programming and procedural programming. 
 

OBJECT ORIENTED PROGRAMMING PROCEDURAL PROGRAMMING 

In OOP where the program can be 
decomposed into modules. 
 

Data items are global as well as local 
(public, private, protected are used). Data 
and its associated operations are grouped in 
to single unit. 
 

Programs are designed around the data 
being operated. 

 

Relationships can be created between 
similar, yet distinct data types. 

 
 
 
Example:    C++, Java, VB.Net, Python etc. 
 

 
Programs are organized in the form of 
subroutines or sub programs. 
 
 
All data items are global. 
 
 
 
Suitable for small sized software 
application. 
 
Difficult to maintain and enhance the 
program code as any change in data type 
needs to be propagated to all subroutines 
that use the same data type. This is time 
consuming.  
 
Example:           FORTRAN and COBOL. 
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2. What are the advantages of OOPs? 

Advantages of OOP: 
 

1. Re-usability:  

“Write once and use it multiple times” you can achieve this by using class. 

2. Redundancy:  

Inheritance is the good feature for data redundancy. If you need a same functionality in multiple 
class you can write a common class for the same functionality and inherit that class to sub class. 
 

3. Easy Maintenance:  

It is easy to maintain and modify existing code as new objects can be created with small 
differences to existing ones. 

4. Security:  

Using data hiding and abstraction only necessary data will be provided thus maintains the 
security of data. 

 
Disadvantages of OOP: 
 

1. Size:   Object Oriented Programs are much larger than other programs.  
2. Effort:  Object Oriented Programs require a lot of work to create. 
3. Speed:  Object Oriented Programs are slower than other programs, because of their size. 

 

3. Write a note on the basic concepts that support OOPs? 
 
The Object Oriented Programming has been developed to overcome the drawbacks of procedural and 
modular programming. It is widely accepted that object-oriented programming is the most important and 
powerful way of creating software.  

The Object-Oriented Programming approach mainly encourages: 

 Modularisation: where the program can be decomposed into modules.  
 Software re-use: where a program can be composed from existing and new modules. 

 
Main Features of Object Oriented Programming 

 Data Abstraction 

 Encapsulation 

 Modularity 

 Inheritance 

 Polymorphism 
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1. Encapsulation  

The mechanism by which the data and functions are bound together into a single unit is known as 
Encapsulation.  

This encapsulation of data from direct access by the program is called data hiding or information 
hiding. 

2. Data Abstraction  

Abstraction refers to showing only the essential features without revealing background details. Classes 
use the concept of abstraction to define a list of abstract attributes and function which operate on these 
attributes.  
 
3. Modularity  

Modularity is designing a system that is divided into a set of functional units (named modules) that can 
be composed into a larger application. 

4. Inheritance  

Inheritance is the technique of building new classes (derived class) from an existing Class (base class). 
The most important advantage of inheritance is code reusability. 

5. Polymorphism  

Polymorphism is the ability of a message or function to be displayed in more than one form. 
 
 
 

************ 
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    Unit - IV           CHAPTER – 14 

Classes and objects in C++ 

 
 

 

Part – 1 
Choose the best answer 

 

1. The variables declared inside the class are known as data members and the functions are known as  
(A) data functions  (B) inline functions   (C) member functions  (D) attributes 

2. Which of the following statements about member functions are True or False?  
i) A member function can call another member function directly with using the dot operator.  
ii) Member function can access the private data of the class.  

(A) i-True, ii-True  (B) i-False, ii-True   (C) i-True, ii-False  (D) i-False, ii-False 
3. A member function can call another member function directly, without using the dot operator called 

as  
(A) sub function       (B) sub member  
(C) nesting of member function    (D) sibling of member function 

4. The member function defined within the class behave like  
(A) inline functions  (B) Non inline function  (C) Outline function  (D)Data function 

5. Which of the following access specifier protects data from inadvertent modifications?  
(A) Private   (B) Protected    (C) Public   (D) Global 

6.  class x  
{  
int y;  
public:  
x(int z){y=z;}  
} x1[4]; 
int main()  
{ x x2(10); 
return 0;} 

How many objects are created for the above program  
(A) 10    (B) 14    (C) 5    (D) 2 

7. State whether the following statements about the constructor are True or False.  
i) constructors should be declared in the private section.  
ii) constructors are invoked automatically when the objects are created.  

(A) True, True   (B) True, False   (C) False, True  (D) False, False 
8. Which of the following constructor is executed for the following prototype ?  
add display( add &); // add is a class name  

(A) Default constructor     (B) Parameterized constructor  
(C) Copy constructor     (D) Non Parameterized constructor  

9. What happens when a class with parameterized constructors and having no default constructor is used 
in a program and we create an object that needs a zero-argument constructor?  
(A) Compile-time error  (B) Domain error  (C) Runtime error  (D) Runtime exception. 

10. Which of the following create a temporary instance?  
(A) Implicit call to the constructor    (B) Explicit call to the constructor  
(C) Implicit call to the destructor    (D) Explicit call to the destructor 
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PART II 
Answer to all the questions (2 Marks): 

1. What are called members? 
 The class body contains the declaration of its members (Data member and Member functions). 
 

The class body has three access specifiers are, 
1. private   2. public 3. protected 

 
2. Differentiate structure and class though both are user defined data type. 

The only difference between structure and class is the members of structure are by default public 
where as it is private in class. 

3. What is the difference between the class and object in terms of oop? 

Class Object 
A class specification just defines the properties 
of a class. 

The class variables are called Object. 

Define using Class-Keyword Define data-Type. 

Ex:             Class student Ex:            int no; 

 
4. Why it is considered as a good practice to define a constructor though compiler can 

automatically generate a constructor? 
 Constructor is a special initialization member function of a class that is called automatically 

whenever an instance of a class is declared or created. 
 

The main function of the constructor is  
1) To allocate memory space to the object and 
2) To initialize the data member of the class object 

 
5. Write down the importance of destructor. 
 The purpose of the destructor is to free the resources that the object may have acquired during its lifetime.  
 A destructor function removes the memory of an object which was allocated by the constructor at the time of 

creating a object. 
 

PART III 
Answer to all the questions (3 Marks): 

1. Rewrite the following program after removing the syntax errors if any and underline the errors:  
#include<iostream>  
#include<stdio.h>  
classmystud  
{ intstudid =1001;  
char name[20];  
public  
mystud( )  
{ }  
void register ( ) {cin>>stdid;gets(name);  
}  
void display ( )  
{ cout<<studid<<”: “<<name<<endl;}  
}  
int main( )  
{ mystud MS;  
register.MS( );  
MS.display( );  
} 
 

#include<iostream>  
#include<stdio.h>  
Class mystud  
{ int studid;  
char name[20];  
public:  
mystud( )  
{  
studid =1001; 
}  
void register ( ) {cin>>stdid;gets(name);  
}  
void display ( )  
{ cout<<studid<<”: “<<name<<endl;}  
}; 
int main( )  
{ mystud MS;  
MS.register( );  
MS.display( );  
} 
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2. Write with example how will you dynamically initialize objects? 

 When the initial values are provided during runtime then it is called dynamic initialization. 

Example program to illustrate dynamic initialization  
 

#include<iostream> 
using namespace std; 
class X 
{  
int n;  
float avg;  
public:  
X(int p,float q)  
{  
n=p;  
avg=q;  
} 
void disp()  
{  
cout<<"\n Roll numbe:- " <<n;  
cout<<"\nAverage :- "<<avg;  
} 
}; 
int main() 
{ 
int a ; float b;238  
cout<<"\nEnter the Roll Number";  
cin>>a;  
cout<<"\nEnter the Average";  
cin>>b;  
X x(a,b); // dynamic initialization  
x.disp();  
return 0; 
} 

Output: 
Enter the Roll Number 1201 
Enter the Average 98.6  
Roll numbe:- 1201 
Average :- 98.6 

3. What are advantages of declaring constructors and destructor under public accessibility? 
 A constructor can be defined either in private or public section of a class. 

 If it is defined in public section of a class, then its object can be created in any function. 

 Easy to access other classes compare to others(private, protected). 

4. Given the following C++ code, answer the questions (i) & (ii).  

class TestMeOut  
{  
public:  
~TestMeOut() //Function 1  
{cout<<“Leaving the examination hall”<<endl;}  
TestMeOut() //Function 2  
{cout<<“Appearing for examination”<<endl;}  
void MyWork() //Function 3  
{cout<<“Attempting Questions//<<endl;}  
};  
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(i) In Object Oriented Programming, what is Function 1 referred as and when doesit get invoked / called ?  

 
Function 1 is called Destructor. (Class name same as this function 1 name. Also starting with ~ symbol) 

It will be automatically invoked when object goes out of scope. (At the end of a program) 

(ii) In Object Oriented Programming, what is Function 2 referred as and when doesit get invoked / called ?  

Function 2 is called Constructor. (Class name same as this function 1 name. But not starting with ~ symbol) 
 
It will be automatically invoked when object goes out of scope. (At the end of a program) 

5. Write the output of the following C++ program code :  

#include<iostream>  
using namespace std;  
class Calci  
{  
char Grade;  
int Bonus;  
public:  
Calci() {Grade='E'; Bonus=0;} //ascii value of A=65  
void Down(int G)  
{  
Grade-=G;  
}  
void Up(int G)  
{  
Grade+=G;  
Bonus++;  
}  
void Show()  
{  
cout<<Grade<<"#"<<Bonus<<endl;  
}  
};  
int main()  
{  
Calci c;  
c.Down(3);  
c.Show();  
c.Up(7);  
c.Show();  
c.Down(2);  
c.Show();  
return 0;  
}  

 
Output: 

 

B#0 

I#1 

G#1  
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PART IV 
Answer to all the questions (5 Marks): 

1. Explain nested class with example. 
 When one class become the member of another class then it is called Nested class and the relationship is 

called containership. 
Classes can be nested in two ways. 

1. By defining a class within another class 
2. By declaring an object of a class as a member to another class 

Defining a class with in another  
When a class is declared with in another class, the inner class is called as Nested class (inner class) and the outer 
class is known as Enclosing class. Nested class can be defined in private as well as in the public section of the 
Enclosing class. 
Example: 

#include<iostream> 
using namespace std; 
class enclose 
{ 
private:  
int x;  
class nest  
{ 
private :  
int y; 
public: 
int z; 
void prn() 
{  
y=3;z=2;  
cout<<"\n The product of"<<y<<'*'<<z<<"= "<<y*z<<"\n"; 
} 
};           //inner class definition over 
nest n1; 
public: 
nest n2; 
void square() 
{ 
n2.prn();     //inner class member function is called by its object  
x=2;  
n2.z=4;  
cout<<"\n The product of " <<n2.z<<'*'<<n2.z<<"= "<<n2.z*n2.z<<"\n";  
cout<<"\n The product of " <<x<<'*'<<x<<"= "<<x*x;  
} 
};         //outer class definition over 
int main() 
{ 
enclose e;  
e.square();     //outer class member function is called 
} 

Output: 
The product of 3*2=6 
The product of 4*4=16 
The product of 2*2=4  
 

In the above program the inner class nest is defined inside the outer class enclose. nest is accessed by enclose by 
creating an object of nest. 
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2. Mention the differences between constructor and destructor. 
 

CONSTRUCTOR 
 

DESTRUCTOR 

The name of the constructor must be same as that of 
the class.  

The Destructor has the same as that of the class 
prefixed by the Tilde symbol (~). 

The constructor function can be overloaded. The Destructor function can’t be overloaded.  

A constructor can have parameter (Arguments) list.  The Destructor cannot have parameter (Arguments) 
list. 

Constructor cannot be inherited. But a derived class 
can call the base class constructor. 

Destructor cannot be inherited. 

The constructor is executed automatically when the 
object is created. 

The destructor is executed automatically when the 
control reaches the end of class scope to destroy the 
object. 

 

Allocated memory space for the objects. 
 

Destroy the object. 

 
3. Define a class RESORT with the following description in C++:  
Private members:  

Rno  // Data member to store room number  
Name   //Data member to store user name  
Charges  //Data member to store per day charge  
Days   //Data member to store the number of days  
Compute ( ) // A function to calculate total amount as Days * Charges and if the  

//total amount exceeds 11000 then total amount is 1.02 * Days *Charges  

Public member:  

getinfo( )  // Function to Read the information like name , room no, charges and days  
dispinfo ( )  // Function to display all entered details and total amount calculated  

//using COMPUTE function 
 

 
#include<iostream>   
using namespace std;  
class RESORT 
{ 
private: 
int Rno, Days, charges; 
char Rname[20]; 
int compute() 
{ 
if ( Days * Charges > 11000 ) 
return ( Days * Charges * 1.02 ); 
else 
return ( Days * Charges); 
} 
public: 
getinfo() 
{ 
cout<< “\n Enter customer name :”; 
cin>>Rname; 
cout<< “\n Enter charges per day:”; 
cin>>Charges; 

 

cout<< “\n Enter Number of days:”; 
cin>>Days; 
cout<< “\n Enter Room Number:”; 
cin>>Rno; 
} 
dispinfo() 
{ 
cout<< “\n Room Number:” <<Rno; 
cout<< “\n Customer name:” <<Rname; 
cout<< “\n Charges per day:” <<Charges; 
cout<< “\n Number of days:” <<Days; 
cout<< “\n Total Amount:” <<compute(); 
} 
}; 
Int main() 
{ 
RESORT S; 
S.getinfo(); 
S.dispinfo(); 
} 
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4. Write the output of the following  
#include<iostream>  
#include<stdio.h>  
using namespace std;  
class sub  
{  
int day, subno;  
public :  
sub(int,int); // prototype  
void printsub()  
{ cout<<" subject number : "<<subno;  
cout<<" Days : " <<day;  
}  
};  
sub::sub(int d=150,int sn=12)  
{ cout<<endl<<"Constructing the object "<<endl;  
day=d;  
sub no=sn;  
}  
class stud  
{  
int rno;  
float marks;  
public:  
stud( )  
{ cout<<"Constructing the object of students "<<endl;  
rno=0;  
marks=0.0;  
}  
void getval()  
{  
cout<<"Enter the roll number and the marks secured ";  
cin>>rno>>marks;  
}  
void printdet()  
{ cout<<"Roll no : "<<rno<<"Marks : "<<marks<<endl;  
}  
};  
class addmission {  
sub obj;  
stud objone;  
float fees;  
public :  
add mission ( )  
{ cout<< "Constructing the object of admission "<<endl;    Output: 
fees=0.0;  
}  
void printdet( )  
{ objone.printdet();  
obj.printsub( );  
cout<<"fees : "<<fees<<endl ;  
}  
};  
int main()  
{system("cls");  
addmission adm;  
cout<<endl<< "Back in main ( )";  
return 0; } 
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5. Write the output of the following  
 

#include<iostream>  
#include<stdio.h>  
using namespace std;  
class P           Output: 
{ public:  
P ( )  
{ cout<< "\nConstructor of class P "; }  
~ P ( )  
{ cout<< "\nDestructor of class P "; }  
};  
class Q  
{ public:  
Q( )  
{ cout<<"\nConstructor of class Q "; }  
~ Q( )  
{ cout<< "\nDestructor of class Q "; }  
};  
class R  
{ P obj1, obj2;  
Q obj3;  
public:  
R ( )  
{ cout<< "\nConstructor of class R ";}  
~ R ( )  
{ cout<< "\nDestructor of class R ";}  
};  
int main ( )  
{  
Ro R;  
Q oq;  
P op;  
return 0;  
} 

******** 
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Unit - IV          CHAPTER – 15 

POLYMORPHISM 
PART I 

Choose the correct answers 

1. Which of the following refers to a function having more than one distinct meaning?  
(A) Function Overloading     (B) Member overloading  
(C) Operator overloading     (D) Operations overloading 

2. Which of the following reduces the number of comparisons in a program ?  
(A) Operator overloading     (B) Operations overloading  
(C) Function Overloading     (D) Member overloading 

3. void dispchar(char ch=’$’,int size=10)  
{  
for(int i=1;i<=size;i++)  
cout<<ch;  
} 

How will you invoke the function dispchar() for the following input? To print $ for 10 times  
(A) dispchar();  (B) dispchar(ch,size);  (C)dispchar($,10); (D)dispchar(‘$’,10 times); 

4. Which of the following is not true with respect to function overloading?  
(A) The overloaded functions must differ in their signature.  
(B) The return type is also considered for overloading a function.  
(C) The default arguments of overloaded functions are notconsidered for Overloading.  
(D) Destructor function cannot be overloaded. 

5. Which of the following is invalid prototype for function overloading  
(A) void fun (intx); void fun (char ch) ;   (B) void fun (intx); void fun (inty);  
(C) void fun (double d); void fun (char ch);   (D)void fun (double d);void fun (inty); 

6. Which of the following function(s) combination cannot be considered as overloaded function(s) in 
the given snippet ?  

void print(char A,int B); // F1  
void printprint(int A, float B); // F2  
void Print(int P=10); // F 3  
void print(); // F4  
(A) F1,F2,F3,F4   (B) F1,F2,F3   (C) F1,F2,F4  (D) F1,F3,F4  

7. Which of the following operator is by default overloaded by the compiler?  
(A) *     (B) +    (C) + =   (D) = = 

Based on the following program answer the questions (8) to (10) 
#include<iostream> 
using namespace std; 
class Point { 
private: 
int x, y; 
public: 
Point(int x1,int y1)  
{  
x=x1;y=y1;  
} 
void operator+(Point &pt3); 
void show() {cout << "x = " << x << ", y = " << y; } 
}; 
void Point::operator+(Point &pt3) 
{  
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x += pt3.x;  
y += pt3.y; 
} 
int main() 
{  
Point pt1(3,2),pt2(5,4);  
pt1+pt2;  
pt1.show();  
return 0; 
}  

 
8. Which of the following operator is overloaded?  

(A) +    (B) operator   (C) ::    (D) = 

9. Which of the following statement invoke operator overloading?  

(A) pt1+pt2;  (B) Point pt1(3,2),pt2(5,4);  (C) pt1.show();  (D) return 0; 

10. What is the output for the above program?  

(A) x=8, y=6   (B) x=14, y=14  (C) x=8, y=6   (D) = x=5, y=9 

PART II 

Answer to all the questions (2 Marks): 

1. What is function overloading? 

 The ability of the function to process the message or data in more than one form is called 
as function overloading.  
 

 In other words function overloading means two or more functions in the same scope 
share the same name but their parameters are different. In this situation, the functions 
that share the same name are said to be overloaded and the process is called function 
overloading. 

 
2. List the operators that cannot be overloaded. 

 Scope operator ( :: ) 
 Sizeof 
 Member selector ( . ) 
 Member pointer selector ( * ) 
 Ternary operator ( ?: ) 

 
3. class add{int x; public: add(int)}; Write an outline definition for the constructor. 

add : : add(int a) 
{ 
x = a ; 
cout<< “\n parameterized constructor”; 
} 

 
4. Does the return type of a function help in overloading a function? 

No. 
 The return type of a function does not help in overloading a function.  

 Only arguments are considered. 
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5. What is the use of overloading a function? 

 Function overloading is not only implementing polymorphism but also reduces the number of 
comparisons in a program and makes the program to execute faster. 

 Program complexity is reduced. 
 It also helps the programmer by reducing the number of function names to be remembered.  

 

PART III 

Answer to all the questions (3 Marks): 

1. What are the rules for function overloading? 

 The overloaded function must differ in the number of its arguments or data types. 

 The return type of overloaded functions are not considered for overloading same data 
type. 

 The default arguments of overloaded functions are not considered as part of the 
parameter list in function overloading. 

 
2. How does a compiler decide as to which function should be invoked when there are many functions? 

Give an example. 

 
The number and types of a function's parameters are called the function's signature. When you call 
an overloaded function, the compiler determines the most appropriate definition to use, by 
comparing the argument types you have used to call the function with the parameter types specified 
in the definitions. The process of selecting the most appropriate overloaded function or operator is 
called overload resolution. 

EX: 
float area ( float radius); 
float area ( float half, float base, float height ); 
float area ( float length , float breadth); 

 
3. What is operator overloading? Give some example of operators which can be overloaded. 

 The term operator overloading, refers to giving additional functionality to the normal 
C++ operators like +,++,-,—,+=,-=,*.<,>.  

 It is also a type of polymorphism in which an operator is overloaded to give user 
defined meaning to it. 

 
4. Discuss the benefit of constructor overloading? 

 Function overloading can be applied for constructors, as constructors are special 
functions of classes. 

 A class can have more than one constructor with different signature. 
 Constructor overloading provides flexibility of creating multiple type of objects for a 

class. 
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5. class sale ( int cost, discount ;public: sale(sale &); Write a non inline definition for 
constructor specified;  

sale : : ( sale &s ) 
{ 
cost = s.cost; 
discount = s.discount; 
} 

 

PART IV 
Answer to all the questions (5 Marks): 

1. What are the rules for operator overloading? 

 Precedence and Associativity of an operator cannot be changed. 
 No new operators can be created, only existing operators can be overloaded. 
 Cannot redefine the meaning of an operator’s procedure. You cannot change how 

integers are added. Only additional functions can be to an operator 
 Overloaded operators cannot have default arguments. 
 When binary operators are overloaded, the left hand object must be an object of the 

relevant class 
 

2. Answer the question (i) to (v) after going through the following class. 

classBook 
{ 
intBookCode ; char Bookname[20];float fees; 
public: 
Book( ) //Function 1 
{ 
fees=1000; 
BookCode=1; 
strcpy (Bookname,"C++");  
} 
void display(float C) //Function 2 
{ 
cout<<BookCode<<":"<<Bookname<<":"<<fees<<endl; 
} 
~Book( ) //Function 3 
{ 
cout<<"End of Book Object"<<endl; 
}  
Book (int SC, char S[ ], float F) ; //Function 4 
};  

 
(i) In the above program, what are Function 1 and Function 4 combined together referred 

as? 

Constructor 

(ii) Which concept is illustrated by Function3? When is this function called/ invoked? 

Destructor. Executed automatically when object goes out of scope. 
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(iii) What is the use of Function3? 

To remove the memory space of the object allocated at the time of creation. 

(iv) Write the statements in main to invoke function1 and function 2 . 

Function 1 invoke  Book() constructor function automatically when object b Created. 
Function 2 invoke  display(float C) function passing a float  value. 

 
(v) Write the definition for Function4.  

 

Book (int SC, char S[ ], float F) 
 

SC - Bookcode 
S - Bookname 
F - Fees 
 

3. Write the output of the following program 

#include<iostream> 
using namespace std; 
class Seminar 
{ 
int Time; 
public: 
Seminar()  
{  
Time=30;cout<<"Seminar starts now"<<endl;  
} 
void Lecture()  
{ 
cout<<"Lectures in the seminar on"<<endl; 
} 
Seminar(int Duration)  
{  
Time=Duration;cout<<"Welcome to Seminar "<<endl; 
} 
Seminar(Seminar &D)  
{  
Time=D.Time;cout<<"Recap of Previous Seminar Content "<<endl; 
} 
~Seminar() 
{ 
cout<<"Vote of thanks"<<endl; 
} 
 
};  
int main() 
{  
Seminar s1,s2(2),s3(s2);  
s1.Lecture();  
return 0; 
} 

 
Output:  
 

 
  

fees=1000; 

BookCode=1; 

strcpy (Bookname,"C++");  
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4. Debug the following program 
#include<iostream> 
using namespace std; 
class String 
{ 
public: 
charstr[20]; 
public: 
void accept_string  
{ 
cout<<"\n Enter String : "; 
cin>>str;  
} 
display_string()  
{ 
cout<<str;  
}  
String operator *(String x) //Concatenating String  
{         Output: 
String s; 
strcat(str,str); 
strcpy(s.str,str);  
goto s;  
} 
} 
int main() 
{  
String str1, str2, str3;  
str1.accept_string();  
str2.accept_string(); 
cout<<"\n\n First String is : ";  
str1=display_string(); 
cout<<"\n\n Second String is : ";  
str2.display_string();  
str3=str1+str2;  
cout>>"\n\n Concatenated String is : ";  
str3.display_string(); 
return 0; 
} 

 

S.No Line No Error Correction 
1 2 String header file missing #includestring.h> 
2 6 charstr[20]; char str[20]; 
3 8 void accept_string  void accept_string() 
4 13 display_string()  void display_string() 
5 17 String operator *(String x) String operator +(String x) 
6 20 strcat(str, str); strcat(str, x.str); 
7 22 goto s;  return(s); 
8 24 } }; 
9 31 str1=display_string(); str1.display_string(); 

10 35 cout>>"\n\n Concatenated String is : "; cout<<"\n\n Concatenated String is : "; 
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5. Answer the questions based on the following program 

#include<iostream> 
#include<string.h> 
using namespace std; 
class comp { 
public: 
chars[10]; 
void getstring(char str[10])  
{ 
strcpy(s,str);  
}  
void operator==(comp); 
}; 
void comp::operator==(comp ob) 
{ 
if(strcmp(s,ob.s)==0) 
cout<<"\nStrings are Equal"; 

else 
cout<<"\nStrings are not Equal"; 
} 
int main() 
{ 
comp ob, ob1; 
char string1[10], string2[10]; 
cout<<"Enter First String:"; 
cin>>string1; 
ob.getstring(string1); 
cout<<"\nEnter Second String:"; 
cin>>string2; 
ob1.getstring(string2); 
ob==ob1; 
return 0; 
} 

 
(i) Mention the objects which will have the scope till the end of the program. 

ob and ob1 
 

(ii) Name the object which gets destroyed in between the program. 
 ob 
 

(iii) Name the operator which is over loaded and write the statement that invokes it. 
 Operator overloaded is:    = = 

Invoke the statement is:    ob = = ob1 
 

(iv) Write out the prototype of the overloaded member function. 
void comp :: operator = = (comp ob)  

 
v) What types of operands are used for the overloaded operator? 

User defined 
 

(vi) Which constructor will get executed? 
Constructor not used in this program. (Only default constructor to be executed) 

 
(vii) Write the output of the program. 

 
 

 

******** 
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Unit - IV          CHAPTER – 16 

INHERITANCE 

PART I 
Choose the correct answers 

 

1. Which of the followingis the process of creating new classes from an existing class  
(a) Polymorphism  (b) Inheritance  (c) Encapsulation   (d) super class 

2. Which of the following derives a class student from the base class school  
(a) school: student     (b) class student : public school  
(c) student : public school   (d) class school : public student 

3. The type of inheritance that reflects the t ransitive nature is  
(A) Single Inheritance  (B) Multiple Inheritance (C) Multilevel Inheritance  (D)Hybrid Inheritance  

4. Which visibility mode should be used when you want the features of the base class to be 
available to the derived class but not to the classes that are derived from the derived class?  
(A) Private   (B) Public   (C) Protected   (D) All of these 

5. Inheritance is process of creating new class from  
(A) Base class   (B) abstract   (C) derived class   (D) Function 

6. A class is derived from a class which is a derived class itself, then this is referred to as  
(A) multiple inheritance    (B) multilevel inheritance  
(C) single inheritance    (D) double inheritance 

7. Which amongst the following is executed in the order of inheritance?  
(A) Destructor   (B) Member function   (C) Constructor  (D) Object 

8. Which of the following is true with respect to inheritance?  
(A) Private members of base class are inherited to the derived class with private  
(B) Private members of base class are not inherited to the derived class with private 

accessibility  
(C) Public members of base class are inherited but not visible to the derived class  
(D) Protected members of base class are inherited but not visible to the outsideclass 

9. Based on the following class declaration answer the questions (from9.1 o 9.5 ) 
class vehicle 
{ int wheels; 
public: 
void input_data(float,float); 
void output_data(); 
protected: 
int passenger;  
}; 
class heavy_vehicle : protected vehicle { 
int diesel_petrol; 
protected: 
int load; 
protected: 
int load; 
public: 
voidread_data(float,float) 
voidwrite_data(); }; 
class bus: private heavy_vehicle { 
charTicket[20]; 
public: 
voidfetch_data(char); 
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voiddisplay_data(); }; 
}; 

 
9.1. Which is the base class of the class heavy_vehicle?  

(a) Bus   (b) heavy_vehicle   (c) vehicle   (d) both (a) and (c) 
9.2. The data member that can be accessed from the function displaydata()  

(a) passenger  (b) load    (c) Ticket   (d) All of these  
9.3. The member function that can be accessed by an objects of bus Class is  

(a) input_data()      (b) read_data(), output_data(), write_data()  
(c) fetch_data() , display_data() (d) All of these 

9.4. The member function that is inherited as public by Class Bus  
(a) input_data()     (b) read_data() , output_data() , write_data()  
(c) fetch_data() , display_data()  (d) All of these  

10. 
class x 
{ int a; 
public : 
x()  
{} 
}; 
class y 
{ x x1; 
public : 
y(){} 
}; 
class z : public y,x 
{ 
int b; 
public: 
z(){} 
}z1; 

 
What is the order of constructor for object z1 to be invoked?  

(A) z , y,x,x   (B) x,y,z,x   (c) y,x,x,z   (D) x,y,z 
 
 

PART II 
Answer to the all questions (2 Marks): 

 
1. What is inheritance? 

 
The mechanism of deriving new class (Derived class) from an existing class (Base class) is called 
inheritance. 

  Base class (Parent) 
 
 

2. What is a base class?  
 Existing classes is called Base (Parent) Class.  Derived class (Child) 
 A class that is used as the basis for inheritance is called a superclass or base class. 

3. Why derived class is called power packed class? 
The derived class is a power packed class, as it can add additional attributes and methods and thus 
enhance its functionality. 
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4. In what multilevel and multiple inheritance differ though both contains many base 
class? 

Multiple Inheritance: Inherits from multiple base classes (More than one Parent) 
 

Multilevel Inheritance: Inherits from only one base class (Only one Parent) 
 
5. What is the difference between public and private visibility mode? 

 

public visibility mode private visibility mode 
 

When a base class is inherited with public visibility 
mode, the protected members of the base class will 
be inherited as protected members of the derived 
class and the public members of the base class will 
be inherited as ‘public’ members of the derived class. 
 

 

When a base class is inherited with private 
visibility mode the public and protected members 
of the base class become ‘private’ members of the 
derived class 

 

 
PART III 

Answer to the all questions (3 Marks): 
 

1. What are the points to be noted while deriving a new class? 
The following points should be observed for defining the derived class. 
 The keyword class has to be used 
 The name of the derived class is to be given after thekeyword class 
 A single colon (:) 
 The type of derivation (the visibility mode ), namely private, public or protected. If no visibility   

mode is specified ,then by default the visibility mode is considered as private. 
 The names of all base classes(parent classes) separated by comma.  

class derived_class_name :visibility_mode base_class_name 
{  
// members of derivedclass 

}; 
 
 

2. What is difference between the members present in the private visibility mode and the members present 
in the public visibility mode.  

PRIVATE VISIBILITY MODE PUBLIC VISIBILITY MODE 
 
When a base class is inherited with private 
visibility mode the public and protected 
members of the base class become ‘private’ 
members of the derived class 

 
When a base class is inherited with public 
visibility mode, the protected members of the 
base class will be inherited as protected 
members of the derived class and the public 
members of the base class will be inherited as 
public members of the derived class. 
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3. What is the difference between polymorphism and inheritance though are usedfor reusability of code? 

Polymorphism Inheritance 
Polymorphism is a common interface of 
multiple forms.  

Inheritance is a newly created class using existing 
class. 

It support overloading (compile) and overriding 
(run). 

It support reusability of code and reduce the size of 
the code. 

Polymorphism implemented only on functions / 
methods. Inheritance implemented only in classes. 

There are 2 types. There are 5 types. 
 
4. What do you mean by overriding? 

When a derived class member function has the same name as that of its base class member function, 
the derived class member function shadows/hides the base class’s inherited function. This situation is 
called function overriding and this can be resolved by giving the base class name followed by :: and 
the member function name. 

5. Write some facts about the execution of constructors and destructors in inheritance. 
 
Some Facts About the execution of constructor in inheritance 
 Base class constructors are executed first ,before the derived class constructors execution 
 Derived class can not inherit the base class constructor but it can call the base class 

constructor by using  
 

Base_class name::base_class_constructor() in derived class definition 
 

 If there are multiple base classes ,then its start executing from the left most base class 
 In multilevel inheritance, the constructors will be executed in the order of inheritance. 

Some Facts About the execution of destructor in inheritance 
 Own class(Derived) constructors are executed first ,before the Base class constructors 

execution 
 Derived class can’t inherit the base class destructor 
 In multilevel inheritance, the destructor will be executed in the revise order of inheritance. 

 
PART IV 

Answer to the all questions (5 Marks): 
 

1. Explain the different types of inheritance 
 

There are different types of inheritance viz.,  
 Single inheritance 
 Multiple inheritance 
 Multilevel inheritance 
 Hybrid inheritance  
 Hierarchical inheritance 
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1. Single Inheritance  
 
When a derived class inherits only from one base class, it is 
known as single inheritance 
 
 
 
 
 

2. Multiple Inheritance  

When a derived class inherits from multiple base classes it is known as 
multiple inheritance 

 
3. Hierarchical inheritance  

 
When more than one derived classes are created from a single base class 
, it is known as Hierarchical inheritance. 
 
 
 

 
4. Multilevel Inheritance  

The transitive nature of inheritance is itself reflected by this form of 
inheritance. When a class is derived from a class which is a derived class – then 
it is referred to as multilevel inheritance. 

 
5. Hybrid inheritance  

 
When there is a combination of more than one type of inheritance, it is 
known as hybrid inheritance.  
 
Hence, it may be a combination of Multilevel and Multiple inheritance or 
Hierarchical and Multilevel inheritance or Hierarchical, Multilevel and 
Multiple inheritance. 
 
 

 
 

2. Explain the different visibility mode through pictorial representation 
 
The accessibility of base class by the derived class is controlled by visibility modes. The three 
visibility modes are private, protected and public. The default visibility mode is private. Though 
visibility modes and access specifies look similar, the main difference between them is Access 
specifies control the accessibility of the members with in the class where as visibility modes 
control the access of inherited members with in the class. 
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1 Private visibility mode  

When a base class is inherited with private visibility mode the public and protected members 
of the base class become ‘private’ members of the derived class. 

 
2 protected visibility mode  

When a base class is inherited with protected visibility mode the protected and public members 
of the base class become ‘protected members ‘ of the derived class. 
 

 
 
3 public visibility mode  

When a base class is inherited with public visibility mode , the protected members of the base 
class will be inherited as protected members of the derived class and the public members of the 
base class will be inherited as public members of the derived class. 
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3. 
#include<iostream> 
#include<string.h> 
#include<stdio.h> 
using name spacestd; 
class publisher 
{ 
char pname[15]; 
char hoffice[15];  
char address[25];  
double turnover; 
protected: 
char phone[3][1O]; 
void register();  
public: 
publisher(); 
~publisher(); 
void enter data();  
void disp data(); 
}; 
class branch 
{ 
charbcity[15]; 

char baddress[25]; 
protected: 
intno_of_emp; 
public: 
charbphone[2][10];  
branch(); 
~branch(); 
void have data();  
void give data(); 
}; 
class author: public branch, publisher 
{ 
intaut_code; 
charaname[2O]; 
float income; 
public: 
author(); 
~author(); 
voidgetdata();  
voidputdata(); 
}; 

 
Answer the following questions based on the above given program: 
 

3.1. Which type of Inheritance is shown in the program? 
Ans:  Multiple inheritance 
 

3.2. Specify the visibility mode of base classes. 
Ans: public 
 

3.3 Give the sequence of Constructor/Destructor Invocation when object of class author is created.  
Ans: Constructors branch, publisher and author are executed 
 Destructors author, publisher and branch will be executed. 
 

3.4. Name the base class(/es) and derived class (/es). 
Ans: branch and publisher    Base classes 
 Author    Derived class 
 

3.5 Give number of bytes to be occupied by the object of the following class:  
(a) publisher  : 93 bytes 
(b) branch  : 64 bytes 
(c) author  : 181 bytes 

 
3.6. Write the names of data members accessible from the object of class author.  

Ans: phone[3][10]; 
 no_of_emp; 
 bphone[2][10]; 
 

3.7. Write the names of all member functions accessible from the object of class author. 
 
Ans: enterdata(); 

dispdata(); 
havedata(); 
givedata(); 
getdata(); 
putdata(); 
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3.8 Write the names of all members accessible from member functionsof class author. 
Ans:  

Data Members:    Member Functions: 

 income;    getdata(); 

aname[20];    havedata(); 

aut_code;    givedata(); 

no_of_emp;    register(); 

phone[3][10];    enterdata(); 

      dispdata(); 

 

4. Consider the following C++ code and answer the questions 
 

class Personal 
{ 
int Class,Rno; 
char Section; 
protected: 
char Name[20]; 
public: 
personal(); 
void pentry(); 
voidPdisplay(); 
}; 
class Marks:private Personal 
{ 
float M{5}; 
protected: 

char Grade[5]; 
public: 
Marks(); 
void M entry(); 
void M display(); 
}; 
class Result:public Marks 
{ 
float Total,Agg; 
public: 
char FinalGrade, Commence[20]; 
Result(); 
void R calculate(); 
void R display(); 
}: 

 
4.1. Which type of Inheritance is shown in the program? 

Multilevel Inheritance 
 
4.2. Specify the visibility mode of base classes. 

 Private visibility - Marks class 
Public visibility - Result class 

 
4.3 Give the sequence of Constructor/Destructor Invocation when object of class Result is created.  

 Constructor : Personal, Marks, Result 
 Destructor : Result, Marks, Personal 
  
4.4. Name the base class(/es) and derived class (/es).  

 Base classes  :  Personal & Marks 
 Derived classes :  Marks & Result 
 
4.5 Give number of bytes to be occupied by the object of the following class:  

(a) Personal - 28 bytes 
(b) Marks  - 53 bytes using Dev C++ 
(c) Result - 82 bytes 

 
4.6. Write the names of data members accessible from the object of class Result.  

FinalGrade, Commernce 
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4.7. Write the names of all member functions accessible from the object of class Result. 

 Rcalculate( ), Rdisplay( )   Result class members 
 Mentry( ), Mdisplay( )   Derived class members 
 
4.8 Write the names of all members accessible from member functions of class Result. 

Total, Agg, FinalGrade, Commernce   Result class data members 
 M, Grade      Marks class data members 

 

5. Write the output of the following program 

#include<iostream> 
using namespace std; 
class A 
{ 
protected: 
int x; 
public: 
void show() 
{ 
cout<<"x = "<<x<<endl; 
} 
A() 
{  
cout<<endl<<" I am class A "<<endl; 
} 
~A() 
{  
cout<<endl<<" Bye "; 
} 
}; 
class B : public A 
{  
{ 
protected: 
int y; 
public: 
B(int x, int y) 

{ 
this->x = x; //this -> is used to denote the 

objects datamember 
this->y = y; //this -> is used to denote the 

objects datamember 
} 
B() 
{  
cout<<endl<<" I am class B "<<endl; 
} 
~B() 
{  
cout<<endl<<" Bye "; 
} 
void show() 
{ 
cout<<"x = "<<x<<endl; 
cout<<"y = "<<y<<endl; 
} 
}; 
int main() 
{ 
A objA; 
B objB(30, 20); 
objB.show(); 
return 0; 
}  

 

Output: 

 
 
6. Debug the following program 

 
Output: 

        ------------ 
15 
14 
13 

---------------- 
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Program : 
 

%include(iostream.h) 
#include<conio.h> 
Class A 
{ 
public; 
int a1,a2:a3; 
Void getdata[] 
{  
a1=15;  
a2=13;a3=13; 
} 
} 
Class B:: public A() 
{  
PUBLIC  
voidfunc()  

{  
int b1:b2:b3;  
A::getdata[];  
b1=a1;  
b2=a2;  
a3=a3;  
cout<<b1<<’\t’<<b2<<’t\’<<b3;  
} 
void main() 
{  
clrscr()  
B der;  
der1:func();  
getch(); 
}  

 

 

LINE 
NO 

ERROR 
STATEMENT 

CORRECTED 
STATEMENT DESCRIPTION 

2 %include(iostream.h) #include<iostream.h> Header file should start with # 
3 Class A class A Keyword class should be in lower case 
5 public;   public: Access Specifier should contain : (Colon) 
6 int a1,a2:a3; int a1,a2,a3; Every variable should be separated by comma 
7 Void getdata[]   void getdata() Keyword should be in lower case. Function contain ( ) 
13 Class B:: public A() class b::public A() Keyword should be in lower case. 
13 Class B:: public A() class b:public A() Inheritance symbol is : (colon) 
13 Class B:: public A()  class b:public A  Class A should not contain ( ) 
15 PUBLIC public: Access Specifier should contain : (Colon) 
16 voidfunc() void func() Space should be allowed 
18 int b1:b2:b3; int b1,b2,b3; Every variable should be separated by comma 
19 A::getdata[]; void A::getdata() Data type is missing 
22 a3=a3;  b3=a3; Wrong Assignment 
27 clrscr()  clrscr(); Every statement should be terminated 

29 der1:func(); der.func(); Object name is wrong. Dot operator is used to access 
the member function 
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 Unit - V          CHAPTER – 17 

COMPUTER ETHICS AND CYBER SECURITY 
 

PART I 
Choose the correct answers 

 
1. Which of the following deals with procedures, practices and values?  

a. piracy   b. programs   c. virus   d. computer ethics 
2. Commercial programs made available to the public illegally are known as  

a. freeware   b. warez   c. free software  d. software 
3. Which one of the following are self-repeating and do not require a computer program to attach 

themselves?  
a. viruses   b. worms   c. spyware   d. Trojans 

4. Which one of the following tracks a user visits a website?  
a. spyware   b. cookies   c. worms   d. Trojans 

 
5. Which of the following is not a malicious program on computer systems?  

a. worms    b. Trojans   c. spyware   d. cookies 
6. A computer network security that monitors and controls incoming and outgoing traffic is  

a. Cookies   b.Virus   c. Firewall   d. worms 
7. The process of converting cipher text to plain text is called  

a. Encryption   b. Decryption   c. key   d. proxy server 
8. e-commerce means  

a. electronic commerce    b. electronic data exchange  
c. electric data exchange    d. electronic commercialization. 

9. Distributing unwanted e-mail to others is called.  
a. scam   b. spam   c. fraud   d. spoofing 

10. Legal recognition for transactions are carried out by  
a. Electronic Data Interchange   b. Electronic Data Exchange  
c. Electronic Data Transfer    d. Electrical Data Interchange 

 
PART II 

Answer to the all questions (2 Marks) 
 
1. What is harvesting? 
A person or program collects login and passwordinformation from a legitimate user to 
illegally gainaccess to others’ account(s). 
 
2. What are Warez? 

Commercial programs that are made available to the public illegally are often called warez. 
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3. Write a short note on cracking. 
Cracking is where someone edits a program source so that the code can be exploited or 
modified. A cracker (also called a black hat or dark side hacker) is a malicious or criminal 
hacker. “Cracking” means trying to get into computer systems in order to steal, corrupt, or 
illegitimately view data. 
 

4. Write two types of cyber attacks. 
1. Virus 
2. Worms 
3. Spyware 
4. Ransomware 

 
5. What is a cookie? 

A cookie is a small piece of data sent from a website and stored on the user's computer memory (Hard 
drive) by the user's web browser while the user is browsing internet. 

 

PART III 
Answer to the all questions (3 Marks) 

 
1. What is the role of firewalls? 

 A firewall is a computer network security based system that monitors and controls incoming 
and outgoing network traffic based on predefined security rules.  

 
 A firewall commonly establishes a block between a trusted internal computer network and 

entrusted computer outside the network. 
 

2. Write about encryption and decryption. 
 Encryption is the process of translating the plain text data (plaintext) into random and 

mangled data (called cipher-text).  
 Decryption is the reverse process of converting the cipher-text back to plaintext. Encryption 

and decryption are done by cryptography. 
 

 
 
3. Explain symmetric key encryption. 

 
 Symmetric encryption is a technique to use the same key for both encryption and 

decryption.  
 

 The main disadvantage of the symmetric key encryption is that all authorized persons 
involved, have to exchange the key used to encrypt the data before they can decrypt it.  

 
 If anybody intercepts the key information, they may read all message. 
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4. What are the guidelines to be followed by any computer user? 

To protect the information the following points to be noted:  

 Complex password setting can make your surfing secured.  
 When the internet is not in use, disconnect it. 
 Do NOT open spam mail or emails that have an unfamiliar sender.  
 When using anti-virus software, keep it up-to-date. 

 
5. What are ethical issues? Name some. 

An Ethical issue is a problem or issue that requires a person or organization to choose between 
alternatives that must be evaluated as right (ethical) or wrong (unethical). These issues must be 
addressed and resolved to have a positive influence in society.  

Some of the common ethical issues are listed below: 

 Cyber crime 
 Software Piracy 
 Unauthorized Access 
 Hacking 
 Use of computers to commit fraud 
 Sabotage in the form of viruses 
 Making false claims using computers 

 
 

PART IV 
Answer to the all questions (5 Marks) 

 
1. What are the various crimes happening using computer? 

Cybercrime is an intellectual, white-collar crime. Those who commit such crimes generally manipulate 
the computer system in an intelligent manner.  

For example – illegal money transferviainternet.  

Examples of some Computer crimes and their functions are listed below following table. 
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2. What is piracy? Mention the types of piracy? How can it be prevented? 
Software Piracy is about the copyright violation of software 

created originally by an individual or an institution. It includes 
stealing of codes / programs and other information illegally and 
creating duplicate copies by unauthorized means and utilizing this 
data either for one’s own benefit or for commercial profit. 

In simple words, Software Piracy is “unauthorized copying of 
software”. The following Figure shows a diagrammatical 
representation of software piracy. 
 
Most of the commercial software is licensed for use at a 
single computer site or for use by only one user at any time. 
When a user buys any software, he becomes a licensed user 

for that software. He is allowed to make copies of the program for backup purposes, but it is 
against the law to distribute duplicate copies to others. Such illegal copying and distribution of 
commercial software should not be practiced.  

An entirely different approach to software piracy is called shareware, acknowledges the futility of 
trying to stop people from copying software and instead relies on people’s honesty. Shareware 
publishers encourage users to give copies of programs to friends and colleagues but ask everyone 
who uses that program regularly to pay a registration fee to the program’s author directly. 
Commercial programs that are made available to the public illegally are often called warez.  
 
3. Write the different types of cyber attacks. 
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Malware is a type of software designed through which the criminals gain illegal access to software and 
cause damage. Various types of cyber-attacks and their functions are given in the following Table. 

 

 

Unit - V          CHAPTER – 18 

TAMIL COMPUTING 
 

PART I 
Answer to the all questions (2 Marks) 

1. List of the search engines supporting Tamil. 
Google and Bing provide searching facilities in Tamil, 
which means you can search everything through Tamil.  
 
A Google search engine gives you an inbuilt Tamil virtual 
keyboard. 
 
 
 

2. What are the keyboard layouts used in Android? 
 
Sellinam and Ponmadal – are familiar Tamil keyboard layouts that works on Android operating 
system in Smart phone using phonetics.  
 

3. Write a short note about Tamil Programming Language. 
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 Based on Python programming language, the first Tamil programming language “Ezhil” (எழி ) 
is designed. With the help of this programming language, you can write simple programs in 
Tamil. 

 
4. What TSCII? 

 
TSCII (Tamil Script Code for Information Interchange) is the first coding system to handle our 
Tamil language in an analysis of an encoding scheme that is easily handled in electronic devices, 
including non-English computers.  
 

This encoding scheme was registered in IANA (Internet Assigned Numbers Authority) unit of 
ICANN. 
 

5. Write a short note on Tamil Virtual Academy. 
 

 With the objectives of spreading Tamil to the entire world through internet, Tamil Virtual 
University was established on 17th February 2001 by the Govt. of Tamilnadu.  

 
 Now, this organisation functioning with the name “Tamil Virtual Academy”. This organisation 

offers different courses regarding Tamil language, Culture, heritage etc., from kindergarten to 
under graduation level.  

Website: http://www.tamilvu.org/index.php 
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Sastra Matriulation Higher Secondary School 
Karungalikuppam, kilpennathur, Tiruvannamalai. 

MODEL QUESTION PAPER 2019 
 

 

STD : XI                    SUBJECT: COMPUTER SCIENCE 
TIME : 2.30 Hrs         TOTAL MARKS:70 

Part – I 
Choose the correct answer.          15X1=15 

 

1. Who developed C++?  

(a) Charles Babbage (b) Bjarne Stroustrup  (c) Bill Gates (d) Sundar Pichai 

2. Which of the following operator is extraction operator of C++?  

(a) >>   (b) <<   (c) <>   (d) ^^ 

3. How many categories of data types available in C++?  

(a) 5   (b) 4   (c) 3   (d) 2  

4. This can be used as alternate to endl command:  

(a) \t   (b) \b   (c) \0   (c) \n 

5. How many times the following loop will execute? for (int i=1; i<10; i++)  

(a) 0   (b) 10   (c) 9   (d) 11 

6. Which of the following is the scope operator ?  

a) >   b) &   c) %   d) :: 

7. Array subscripts is always starts with which number ?  

a)-1   b) 0   c) 2   d) 3 

8. Which of the following statements about member functions are True or False?  
i) A member function can call another member function directly with using the dot operator.  
ii) Member function can access the private data of the class.  

(a) i-True, ii-True   (b) i-False, ii-True (c) i-True, ii-False (d) i-False, ii-False 
9. Which of the following operator is overloaded?  

(a) +    (b) operator   (c) ::   (d) = 
10. Which of the followings the process of creating new classes from an existing class  

(a) Polymorphism  (b) Inheritance   (c) Encapsulation  (d) super class 

11. Which of the following deals with procedures, practices and values?  

a. piracy  b. programs   c. virus  d. computer ethics 

12. Which one of the following tracks a user visits a website?  

a. spyware  b. cookies   c. worms  d. Trojans 

13. Legal recognition for transactions are carried out by  

a. Electronic Data Interchange  b. Electronic Data Exchange  

c. Electronic Data Transfer   d. Electrical Data Interchange 

14. A computer network security that monitors and controls incoming and outgoing traffic is  
a. Cookies  b.Virus   c. Firewall  d. worms 

15. Which of the following operator returns the size of the data type?  

(a) sizeof( )  (b) int ( )  (c) long ( )  (d) double ( ) 
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Part – II 
Answer any six questions          6X2=12 
1. What is meant by a token? Name the token available in C++. 
2. What is the use of setw( ) format manipulator? 
3. Define Functions. 
4. What is Strings? 
5. Define structure .What is its use? 
6. List the operators that cannot be overloaded. 
7. What is inheritance? 
8. What is harvesting? 
9. List of the search engines supporting Tamil. 

Part – III 
Answer any six questions         6X3=18 
1. Describe the differences between keywords and identifiers? 
2. Differentiate “=” and “==”. 
3. Determine which of the following are valid constant? And specify their type.  

(i) 0.5  
(ii) ‘Name’  
(iii) ‘\t’  

4. What is the difference between isuppr() and toupper() functions ? 
5. What is Traversal in an Array? 
6. Why derived class is called power packed class? 
7. Write about encryption and decryption. 
8. Write a short note on cracking. 
9. Write a short note on Tamil Virtual Academy. 
 

Part – IV 
Answer all questions:         5x5=25 
1. Write about Binary operators used in C++. 

(or) 
What are the types of Errors?  

2. Evaluate the following C++ expressions where x, y, z are integers and m, n are floating point numbers. 
The value of x = 5, y = 4 and m=2.5;  

(i) n = x + y / x;  
(ii) z = m * x + y;  
(iii) z = (x++) * m + x; 

(or) 
Write the syntax and purpose of switch statement. 

3. What entry control loop? Explain any one of the entry control loop with suitable example. 
(or) 

What are the rules for operator overloading? 
4. Explain the different types of inheritance 

(or) 
What are the various crimes happening using computer? 

 
5. Write the different types of cyber attacks. 

(or) 
Write a Full form of following computer terms: 

i) ISCII       ii) EDI      iii) e-mail iv) OOP     v) USB 
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